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****************************************************************

*** PROLOGUE ***

He went by many names. The Philanthropist. The Mediator. The Facilitator. He wore various clothes, but his face was always covered with a  curved silver mask, slits for the eyes and mouth. He was not well known in the villainous circles, but perhaps he should have been. Or rather, he should have been known, but under a different name. But that truth was still a mystery to everyone, his allies and his enemies.

He was an intermediary of sorts, bridging relationships between gangs who would not naturally cooperate. Pirates and ninjas. Slavers and thieves. Meta-criminals and others of the same ilk. If anything, that was his power : making things happen that people would not expect to happen. Like organizing the downfall of all the superheroines of Eve City. To achieve such a feat would take a level of thinking and organization that went beyond mere intelligence. Supreme cunning and awareness were required and planning over several weeks or months, culminating in a final few days of provocation. It was going almost exactly as planned, and  the overall structure had room for improvisation when it did not.

Sitting in his office, looking out the window, contemplating the unfolding of the events that would break the cycle which gripped Eve City's streets and skyscrapers, the villain expected to be caught. He knew that, sooner or later, the perfection in his mind would not match the reality before him. Before long, one of the super-powered heroines would break through this window, confront him, get him to reveal his master plan. He expected it to be Andromeda - she always seemed to be at the center of things. But it could be any other heroine. Plasma. Flare. Ms Dynamo. SilverStreak. Even the younger Zephyr.

The trick to any plan was to know when the gig was up, and it was about to be so. But the villain did not mind because that too was part of the plan. And it was only a matter of time now before the final hammer fell on Eve City and its defenders. He only hoped that he would live to appreciate the end result. But he was okay with that too. He was, after all, the ultimate sacrifice in the greater scheme of things.

****************************************************************

Part 1

The only question on the mind of every heroine that had attended the meeting was the same : where was KnightHawk?

Flechette had offered to take the lead on that one and no one had objected, although the lead regarding the others only meant trying to tell everyone where to start. Olivia King and Desiree Diamond hung out in the same circles. The idea was a simple one : to retrace the steps of Desiree Diamond and KnightHawk before her disapperance. Traces of the former were easier to investigate, because Desiree Diamond had left a mark on the public scene prior to her disappearance. Because of the uncertainty of the situation, Zephyr had volunteered to be Flechette's backup. The other lead was left in the hands of Andromeda herself (with Prototype as a backup), who would find KnightHawk's files in her apartment and try to uncover what she was investigating more specifically. They all knew it had to do with the sick rapes involving the previous victims of the charity event, but there was nothing more. Ms Dynamo had taken it upon herself to interrogate the previous victims, Vivian Claire and Nancy Vesper, still at the hospital; Flare would serve as her outside support.

The remaining participants to the meeting, Silverstreak, Gem and Plasma would look into other venues as they came along. The Girls-Nine were probably still in town, as was their leader, Girl-Zero. The Matarota henchman Intercept (which Ghost and Riochet had identified thanks to Silverstreak's description) was obviously in cahoots, and a new villainess answering by the name of Holly Heartless may also have been about. With the pirates and ninjas now in custody, the enemy's manpower had been cut severely, but the heroines knew never to investigate.

The other heroines had chosen not to participate in the meeting or in the search for KnightHawk, not because they didn't care about her, but mostly because there still had to be patrols done, if only to reassure the citizens of Eve City that despite the traumatic 'rape morning', as the media was calling it, they were still there, protecting the city. 

There was another concern, more terrestrial, coming from city hall. District Attorney Ronald Gall was calling for a moratorium on all heroine activities, claiming it was their presence that had triggered the dramatic events. The argument had been made before and failed to pass, as it probably would again - the public was on the heroine's side after their display of heroics in rescuing the slaves and preventing so many sexual assaults. But it made the relationship with the police tense, at best. With a potential moratorium pending, it was the duty of every police officer to warn off every heroine they saw away from crime scenes, and it was even possible they might refuse to collar criminals apprehended by them. 

This move, the heroines realized, was yet another stunt aimed at hurting their influence over Eve City, another sick twisted know in Rick Parish's vengeance against them for his public arrest. They had already faced the consequences of his power in that online interactive video which refused to die, and which respawned in a new virtual location everyday, making it practically untraceable. And while they wanted to seek retribution against him, they did not know how to do it without causing more trouble with the authorities.

Andromeda had brought up an interesting fact which KnightHawk had initially brought to their attention, but that most of them had dismissed : the alliance between Senator Ron Hart and district attorney Ronald Gall. What puzzled the heroines, and that was why they would have enjoyed KnightHawk's deductive skills, was how the were connected, and what it might have to do with the senator's wife, Patricia Hart, whom KnightHawk had accused of being complicit in the rapes of the charity event. Then, there was the DynaStar network, held by Paul Parish, whom KnightHawk herself suspected of being, if not a villain, at least a sponsor of some kind for them.

It was imperative for the heroines to figure all these connections. They speculated, in fact, that KnightHawk had managed to put the pieces of the puzzle together, and it had landed her in hot water.

And there were even more leads, as Andromeda discovered perusing the files. Arko Justinian, former blue soldier and the man who had raped Lieutenant Liberty on camera; the same man who had molested her and Prototype in the more recent video. In her notes, KnightHawk had drawn a line between him and Sargeant Black, who had recently been responsible for yet another humiliation of Lieutenant Liberty in Washington D.C. Could Arko still be connected to the blue soldiers or her? There was also big a interrogation mark over Solara's name. She had been missing the longest. Could it be connected as well? KnightHawk, Andromeda knew, often saw patterns where others saw only coincidence. 

There was also the possibility of confronting Skip Shegan, television personallity, the host in the video. Ryan Killcock was out-of-town again, back in Europe, so he was out of reach. Perhaps blogger 'Panty' O'Hara or even Jungle Riot might know something, or even sleazy tabloid reporter Arthur Jones. Questioning them might prove entertaining, if not useless.

Too many leads were not helpful. Andromeda needed to focus her energies on the most potential source, yet the one that would cause the less stir in the pot. She just didn't know which one it was.

***

Audrey Kelly rarely went to the hospital. As Ms Dynamo, she rarely got sick and when she got injured or brutalized, she would not show up at the emergency room, relying more on the expertise of doctor Samuel Hurt. It was even weirder because she was coming to visit two people she had never met. But there was a purpose. Both individuals had been raped by an unknown assaillant that had left them in a very bad, very surreal predicament. KnightHawk had disappeared investigating this.

Vivian Claire refused to meet with Ms Dynamo. Who could blame her? She wouldn't even meet with her husband, and was on suicide watch 24/7. Nancy Vesper agreed to meet, however, happy to talk to someone. Introducing herself as a friend of Desiree Diamond, she inquired as to the nature of their relationship. Nancy was transparent about everything. The assault, her sensations, Desiree's visit and her own questions. Then, Nancy asked a question, completely out-of-the-blue, but which took Ms Dynamo by surprise.

"She was attacked, right?"
"What? Who?"
"Desiree. She was raped by the same she-male monster as me..."

The sentence sounded more like an affirmation, less like a question. The heroine needed to know more, so she listened.

"I felt it... inside me... the she-male monster, you know... it's still inside me. It fucks me every night."
"What?"
"I feel it, I mean... like it's still there... it's overpowering, and I can barely contain the screams because I don't want to bring the nurses. I'm sure Vivian feels it too."
"Did you tell Desiree this?"
"No... because it hadn't happened yet."

This needed further investigation, but Ms Dynamo did not think Nancy could be more explicit about it. But she had an idea, one that would involve a potential nightly stakeout on the roof of the building along with her partner Flare. If the monster truly manifested its influence at night, then it might be the lead they needed to find.

***

Olivia King stepped off the elevator that led to the penthouse apartment of Priscilla Parker. She was expected. For the occasion, she had chosen a new model from the Paratti Italian collection from last year, a sleeveless green robe with an exposed shoulder on the left, with the open dress of the same side up to the pelvis, plunging cleavage and decorative lace at the top and bottom. She had, of course, accessorized the stilettos, purse and jewelry. She didn't even have to knock. The door swung open and Priscilla Parker stood behind it, wearing her own version of a two-piece Milandra redesigned dress, a pastel skirt down to the mid-thigh with its own belt; an open pastel blouse with a built-in bra that enhanced mid-riff and neck line. Shoes were matched to the outfit, as was her lifted brown hair, tied in a knot held by a pastel rope.

"Olivia! How long has it been?"
"Too long, Priscilla."

They exchanged discreet kisses on the cheeks, then Priscilla let Olivia in. Pavarotti was playing the background. It took only a moment to start discussing their respective outfits, comparing notes and chit-chatting about gossip. This introduction, a formality for both of them, lasted several minutes as Priscilla poured a glass of expensive Chardonnet and they sipped it on the balcony. Finally, the topic veered towards the real reason for Olivia's visit.

"Oh!" continued Priscilla, "I'm a VIP at the frenzy!"
"Speaking of which, I saw that you went out with Desiree Diamond not two nights ago..."
"I did. I was shocked, actually."

Priscilla finished her glass of wine in one sip.

"Why?"
"Well," Priscilla started to confess, "I don't mean to say bad things, but I always thought she was kind of a stuck-up."
"Stuck-up? How so?"

Priscilla loved to gossip, so Olivia's invitation to tell-all was music to her ears.

"Well, she was so prude at the charity event, even when exposed and all... and all her videos, sure, they're risque, but not so much. And she's rarely seen partying. I think her reputation is just an act. Or I thought that before..."
"Before she went clubbing with you?"
"uh-uh. Me and Tarra Vaughn and Evelyn Bowen. We had a blast..."
"And?"

Priscilla pretended like she didn't want to say it, but Olivia knew better. She didn't even have to coax her into it.

"And she fucked my brains out like crazy!"
"She did?" Olivia exclaimed, stunned.
"She did. Best night of my life. She did things to me no one else ever did before, and how... and more, like she was on drugs, on fire or something... She was the dirtiest slut ever... I said so in my blog."

Olivia was hearing the words, but her mind was having trouble integrating the understanding of them into what she knew of Desiree Diamond.

"So she had rough sex with you?"
"Not rough. Insane. She fucked me everywhere, and she really pounded my ass with the strap-on like there was no tomorrow. She made me her bitch, and she completely broke me that night. I tell you, if I had to pick only one person to have sex with the rest of my life, she's my number one."

Olivia was confused. Confused and hurt. She was mad too, mad at Desiree for not telling her this... mad at Desiree for not calling her if she needed to... Olivia was aroused too, her panties were already slightly soaked. Priscilla's rough description of the encounter was doing it for her. She wanted every leery detail... yet, she knew it was better not to go elsewhere with this.

"All right," Olivia stated as she focused on her words and nothing else, "what did you do after that?"
"Well, we must have fucked for five hours straight, at least, so it was 3AM when we got out of there. We went our separate ways. I tried calling her the next day, but she didn't pick up. I figured she would call me back for more at some point. I was that good too."

The trail ended there... Olivia was finding it hard to contain all the words she wanted to say, all the things she was thinking. Priscilla must have noticed her pursed lips because she spoke up.

"You look tense, Olivia."
"I'm just worried about Desiree. It's not like her to do things like that."
"Things like what?"

Things like fucking the brains out of dumb girls like you, thought Olivia, but she knew better than to say it.

"Not calling back. I've left her several messages."
"I'm not worried," said Priscilla. "She looked in charge, like a girl who can take care of herself... it's you I'm worried about. So stressed."

Priscilla got up from her chair and went to massage Olivia's shoulders. She attempted to knead the muscles, but Olivia was in excellent shape, and her muscles were strong and wiry, not giving much in the way of massage.

"Wow! You're so tense!"

Despite this fact, the massage felt nice - really nice. Olivia relaxed her head forwards as Priscilla's fingers gently rubbed the edge of her hairline, across her neck all around, then started sliding down towards her cleavage. Olivia leaned her head backwards,  giving a better access to the fingers against her skin. They caressed the edge of her shapely breasts. Priscilla leaned in while Olivia's head was tilted back, and gave her an upside down kiss. The contact of the lips broke the spell, and Olivia jumped out-of-the-chair.

"I... just remembered... I have to go. Thanks so much, Priscilla."

Olivia darted for the door, leaving a despondent Priscilla unnerved.

"What? Didn't you want me to kiss you?"
"I did... I do... I mean, I have to go.... Another time, maybe?"
"Sure. Anytime."

Olivia ran out the door. Her heart was racing, her breathing was heavy and her hands were clammy. She felt all of the moistness soiling her panties between her legs. As she retreated into the elevator to return to the ground floor, she lifted up her dress to look down there. It was unbelievably wet. She slid a finger inside her panties and started teasing herself, hoping the elevator ride would be as long going down as it had been going up. Unmindful of everything else, she started caressing her left breast, exposing it while her right hand went to work between her legs.

In the security office, the guard on duty unzipped his pants and pressed record. He would have images to tide him over for days, and he might even share them with his fellow guards.

***

Gem landed in the street beside the police precinct, looking down on her friend, sgt Louis Swanson. She had not gone to see him since her rescue by Ricochet, and she felt for coming to him only in her time of need. It was the nature of their relationship. She wished it was more than that, but it was the nature of the beast.

Sgt Swanson seemed tired, and he was. The extended operation in capturing all the sexual predators in the city had taken its toll, and he had barely had time to sleep. But when Gem called him up for some assistance, he could not say no to seeing her cute figure again. And seeing her fly down towards him in her skimpy costume made him feel a few years younger than he was, if only for a brief moment.

"Hello, Louis."
"Gem. So good to see you. I missed you."
"Same..."

She actually gave him a big hug; he worked hard to shift his body so she would not feel his boner. Despite his age, he was still spry without medication. As she stepped away, he handed her the file.

"All we have on the Girls-Nine. It's not much."
"Can you give me a quick debrief?"
"Sure. They first appeared a month and a half ago, and started committing petty thefts and assaults, mostly targeting criminals and delinquants for the second. They also assaulted a few of your friends, although we don't have full details. Their attacks have always seemed random, like there was no pattern to their strikes."

Gem opened the file to look at the pictures, but did not read them. Sgt Swanson handed her a second file.

"Here's the second file, from the description your friend Ms Avenger gave. I think I may have found the person."
"Really? Just like that."
"The file wasn't hard to find, almost like it had been left there deliberately."
"Someone wanted us to find it?"
"It would seem so."

Gem opened it. The name was 'Holly Hart', and the photo could be a match. She was a homeless girl, living on the outskirts of the city, in a bad neighborhood. Both her parents, a criminal and a junky, were dead. She had a juvenile file, but it only listed that she had no other family, and that she had been lost in the system. It did list, however, her usual whereabouts when she was with the homeless.

"Thanks. This is great."
"Be careful. This is the kind of discovery that often leads to a trap."
"Duly noted."

Sgt Louis Swanson had stalled long enough. He finally said what he wanted to say.

"I'm retiring next month."
"You are. It's official?"
"Yes. I get my pension, and I move to a nice little apartment near the suburbs."

There was a long pause. Losing him on the force would greatly diminish the heroine's capacity to get relevant information and good cooperation, but Gem really felt like she was going to miss his camaradery and these get-togethers.

"They're probably not going to throw me a party..." Louis hazarded.
"Really? Why?"
"I don't have that many friends on the job..."

Again, another long pause. Gem suddenly flashed a brilliant smile.

"I'll throw you a party!"
"What?"
"Sure. After all you've done for us over the past year... I'll even invite my friends."
"uh... okay. Wow!"
"It'll be just you and the superheroines of Eve City."

The smile on the sargeant's face was priceless. Gem was so proud to have made his day. She gave him another big hug and a kiss on the cheek.

"Thank you," he said, failing to find other words.
"It'll be my pleasure."

She nodded to him, and flew away with the file, getting back to her case, content that she had made him smile. Louis watched her leave, then looked down at the hard-on in his pants.

"Oh yes... it will be your pleasure, and mine too. I promise this time..."

One year. One year of playing around, playing for their benefit, playing the good cop... no, he was a good cop, he had never taken a bribe, never committed any felony, never botched an arrest... if all these villains got away with fucking these superheroines and they let them do it, then how much more would they allow him to do, him, their ally, their friend... It would be the best party of his life, and he couldn't wait for it!

***

There were two safehouses to hit, and SilverStreak and Plasma had each chosen one. The Green Ninjas were traditionally holed up right next to the docks; the speedster had found the warehouse where they stashed most of their equipments. Being moslty killers and assassins, it was mostly weapons. The Pirates of Sixth Avenue operated, of course, from 6th Avenue. A garage warehouse stored most of their vehicles, while their guns and drugs were stored in a different place, but on the same street. 

Silverstreak and Plasma had tossed it up; the speedster was in charge of the Ninja hideout while Plasma would investigate the Sixth Avenue holdings. They knew splitting up was risky, but they were stressed for time. Perhaps either group knew something about KnightHawk's disappearance. With the vast majority of their members in custody, it was much less of a threat, but the heroines didn't want to take any chances.

Silverstreak broke through the window as she got to the place and, using her superior mobility, paced the entire length of the warehouse, the entire floor with the crate maze, the suspended grill path and the closed offices to make sure the place was empty before slowing down to investigate. She was stunned at the amount of melee weaponry she found on site (knives, clubs, swords, machetes, axes, so much more). She also found their stock of spare Green Ninja suits. Investigating the offices themselves, she found some papers linking the Ninjas to the Matarota, not a surprise they already knew they were linked. She also uncovered their stash of hidden super heroine pornography while looking onto their computer. They could project it on a giant screen, and it contained almost every recorded assault on an heroine across the entire country, even some she had never heard of, and some she could not figure out how they had been filmed.

Beyond that, however, there was little to go on, and nothing about KnightHawk or the rapist in town. Silverstreak was frustrated.

Across town, Plasma wasn't having better luck. The vehicle garage had been a bust. The police had already seized most of the vehicles there, and left no real evidence trail to follow. She had quickly flown to the second location, and that had proved at the very least more interesting. The pirates had left one person to keep watch. Taking him out from the air had been a cinch; Plasma had then flown down to tie him up. She found the obvious things, the various drugs the pirates peddled across the streets and the basic guns they used for their own sinister purposes. She also came upon a Sonic Bazooka, a very rare and powerful weapon not found on the regular black market, and she recalled the assault on Andromeda and Prototype some time ago. She had fun melting it, knowing full well that, unfortunately, it could not be traced back to its reseller. In an office in the back, she too found the stash of porn, similar in contact to what her colleague was uncovering. She found a visitation card for the Matarota House. It made sense with all of the information they had found elsewhere.
The question, of course, was how to use it.

In the Ninja hideout, as Silverstreak exited the office onto the suspended railing, she came face-to-face with a ninja, in the full green suit. She hadn't even heard him arriving. He was standing the metres from her, his sword drawn, combat stance. She stared him down.

Plasma was about to pack it up when she heard something like a roaring laughter coming from the main room. She quickly dashed back to see someone had arrived. The man wore a leather jacket with nothing under, breeches, and sported a long beard and full head of hair. He held some kind of archaic-looking gun, a blunderbuss, in his left hand. Clearly, one of the pirates had escaped custody.

Things were finally looking up, almost simultaneously thought the heroines. Taking down these villains might be the break they needed to crack the case.

End of part 1

****************************************************************

THE SPINNING, part 2

Olivia King was much better now. The elevator ride had eased her tension. That kiss from Priscilla - so empowering... it made her very much curious. She shouldn't have gotten all hot and bothered like that. Well, she should have been able to focus her thoughts anyway, but that kiss... the lipstick, its taste, like honey... something was off. Going back up the elevator didn't seem like the best approach, given she had just run out of there after Priscilla had made advances towards her. Returning would mean going forward with these advances - a tempting offer, to be sure, given Olivia's reaction - but there had to be a better way.

In fact, it was Priscilla herself who had suggested it Following Priscilla's life online was just a matter of looking up her social pages, so that's what Olivia did. She found the references to the night at the Frenzy and quickly read through the rather shocking description of her encounter with Desiree; however, she did a search for something specific, and she found it. The lipstick. Bee-U-Tiful. Apparently, Priscilla had bought it at a place called the Emporium of Desire. Olivia checked its credentials, but she had already figured what it was : a sex shop.

Olivia sighed. She was not out of the woods yet. She took her convertible for a spin, heading to the store, hoping she would find what she needed. On the way, she dialed Zephyr to let her know where she was going. The flying heroine followed her from the sky.

***

Gem set herself down in the open area where many homeless had gathered. She was mindful of their presence, not terribly afraid but still concerned about their numbers. They were mostly men, older but not necessarily elderly, wearing whatever clothing or rags they might have from local shelters. Gem was actually carrying a grocery bag full of fruits and vegetables she had purchased from a local store (in her civvies). Her arrival, dressed in her bright green costume, her crystalline force field flickering off as she landed, did not go unnoticed, and several of the people got up and walked towards her.

"Hello. I'm here to talk."

She had no answer at first, so she set the bag on the ground.

"I brought food, if anyone wants some."

One of the bums called out to her, sneering, his every word an accusation.

"Unless you got cigarettes or booze, I don`t want any..."
"Yeah, me neither!" yelled out another.

They were much more antagonistic than she had expected, but her determination was not challenged by it.

"This is fresh food, and it`s yours, wether you answer my questions or not. I'm looking for someone."

It took a moment, but one of the youngest men (a late teen in dirty rags, by the looks of it) eventually waked up to the bag to inspect the food. He smelled it, took an apple, examined it, then took a bit out. He chomped it up and gave a thumbs up to the others. Several other vagrants stepped forward, and the young man started handing out bits ot food, seemingly giving priority to the eldest and weakest. It made Gem smile. She said nothing as the food distribution went on.

"I can get more..." she eventually said.
"Show us your tits!" yelled an older man who had not yet gotten up.

His words were accompanied by a cheer. Gem sighed. She pulled the photo of Holly from the satchel she had worn specifically for today, and handed the picture to the young man who had taken charge of the food.

"I'm looking for this girl. She may be in danger."

It wasn't a lie, but it wasn't the complete truth either. The boy didn't seem to recognize her, so he passed the photo along to others. It made its way to the hand of a burly fellow, quite broad of shoulders and somewhat fat despite his situation. He examined the photo and his eyes lit up.

"Yep... that`s the girl used to blow my dick on Mondays..."
"What was her name?"
"Damned if I knew..."
"Holly", answered another old man. "Best damn cocksucker I ever had too. She kept us entertained and in good spirits."

Gem ignored the comments, focusing on what she needed.

"Where is she?"
"Gone, I think," the old man continued.
"Yep!" added the burly man. "She up and left when we got that jizz contest on the two super sluts."

That was a reference which Gem did not get, but she imagined she probably didn't want to get it either.

"Yeah!" continued the other man, ignoring Gem. "That's it. We were all done come on the sluts when the silver masked guy..."
"What silver masked guy?" inquired Gem.
"I dunno. Some dude in a fancy suit walks up to us, silver mask and all..."
"Like full face," corrected the burly man.
"...exactly, and he asks us to join in shooting our spunk on those two, black and white super sluts like you..."

Gem ignored the 'compliment', eager for him to finish his story and get to the point.

"...so we're done, and he calls out to Holly, and she strips all naked like, and he gets her to lick up the black haired one, and she's eating the shit out of her, which is amazing, then she gets on her face and rides her up, like a mad woman... Best damn show I ever got!"

Many of the homeless started laughing and, somehow, Gem figured many of them had partaken in the 'activity'.

"And what about Holly?"
"What about her?" the burly man continued.
"What happened to her?"
"Well, I dunno. Maybe she left with the silver masked guy..."

Gem had heard enough. A villain with a silver mask. Prototype had killed someone like that at the charity event, and he was showing. But was that before or after?

"When did this happen exactly?"

They gave her the best approximate date they could, but it still fell after the supposed death of the villain (who now lay in the morgue at the police station) at the hands of Prototype. It seemed slots were falling into place.

"Hey!" suddenly said the burly man. "Maybe we can have a jizz fest on this one too..."

That, Gem had not missed. She took a step back and powered up her force field.

"Thank you for your help, but I think this is where I leave, before things get hairy."

As she flew away, she could read disappointment in some faces, and relief in others. It didn't matter either way. She had the lead she needed to follow. The silver-masked individual, the Philanthropist... she needed to visit the morgue. It looked like she still needed some help from her friend the sargeant. She was happy she could see him again. She really enjoyed his company, and he was a great friend too.

***

"You come into my house, and you expect to leave unscathed, Silverstreak?"

In his green full body suit, head to toe, with his katana in hand, Green-Ninja-One, leader of the Ninja gang now mostly in custody, stared defiantly at the silvery-themed heroine that had come to investigate his lair. SilverStreak was ready for combat; she knew not to overevaluate her chances against him but, as far as she knew he was simply a well-trained swordsman, and she was a speedster of unmatched alacrity. She adjusted her visor as she studied his stance. He knew what the weapon was for. He was a killer. Despite her advantage, she could not afford to take any chances.

"Your gang is gone, Ninja. You're the only one left."
"It is true that my numbers have diminished, but we will rebuild. Once you are out of the picture."
"Dreams are nice, uh?"

He did not answer; he lifted his sword high, and charged across the grilled catwalk towards her. Silverstreak was ready. When he swung at her, she was already out-of-reach, backing away from him to leave the narrow catwalk from the other end. But the Ninja was not to be outwitted that easily; he had prepared for this fight. He immediately threw three gas pellets in front of him, as far as he could. Silverstreak easily dodged the first two, but the third one exploded near her, sending volutes of smoke in the air. She coughed a bit as she raced past it, down the stairs and into the more open warehouse in the harbor.

The Ninja jumped off the catwalk, landing softly on a crate, then flipping down to the floor to block the speedster's path. Again, he charged. This time, she decided to remain in proximity to him, using her superior speed to whizz around his blade. Despite her speed, he was still too dangerous for her to attempt to punch directly - she was afraid he might be able to interrupt her fist or foot with his blade, and the result would be nasty. As they fought, him swinging away with one hand and her dodging expertly, he reached for his belt where he retrieved another small pellet.

Suddenly, backing away quickly, the Ninja propelled himself up against the crate and from the air, brought his sword down on Silverstreak. The heroine saw the maneuver coming from a mile away and dodged right. What she had not understood is he had telegraphed the maneuver, coming in from high left so she would step right. As the blade descended, his left hand released the pellet. It landed and exploded at her feet, sending more volutes of smoke into the air and, this time, the heroine was fully caught in it. As she coughed hard, still trying to dodge, he seized the advantage.

His first successful was with the blunt of his pommel, straight to her temple; this took her equilibrium away and she fell to the side, still caught in the smoke, one hand on the floor. The Ninja was holding his breath : he had trained in this environment, and the smoke did not opacify the air, it just made it unbreathable until it dissipated. Fully in control and able to perfectly assess his victim's movements, the Ninja started slicing away, every cut of perfect precision, factoring in her reaction to each strike, the cough and even the involuntary movements. Small droplets of blood splashed around, as the blade slid against the heroine cutting cloth and caressing skin, but no major injuries were inflicted. Ten strikes in, the Ninja retreated out of the cloud as it was dissipating. Small lacerations covered Silverstreak's gut, breasts, back and neck, and more scrapes on her ass, thighs and legs. Her perfectly tailored costume fell to ribbons in front of her, leaving her naked, save for the traditional boots, gloves and visor.

The Ninja took a stance, raising his sword to the left, contemplating the exactitude of his strikes. No fatal injuries, but the multiple cuts were like a thousand needles into Silverstreak's body, and the settling dust mixed in with the blood was excruciatingly painful. Silverstreak was barely able to hold her pose, on one knee, one hand on the floor.

Finally, she screamed out in pain; with ferocity, she lunged at the Ninja with remarkable speed. Her first punch connected with his gut, but, using the flat of the blade, the Ninja knocked the back of her head. She collapsed as he stepped sideways, and a kick to her lower back finished her off. Silverstreak fell unconscious.

Green-Ninja-One slid the blade against his own suit, wiping the blood off of it before returning it to its scabbard. He made a slight bow towards his unconscious enemy.

"Silverstreak is down," he said out loud, to no one in particular.
"Perfect," a female voice answered. "You may entertain yourself with her if you so desire. Pickup in two hours."
"Mistress."

The Ninja considered his victory for a moment before deciding on a course of action.

***

Plasma stared at the pirate across the room. Under his leather jacket, she could still the well-defined physique of a man in shape. The long beard, the full head of hair, there was no doubt this man was part of the gang. The blunderbuss is in hand was also a dead giveaway. He stared back at her in much the same fashion, but his eyes were focused more on Plasma's assets.

"Well, lass... seems like you're in a pickle."
"You're awfully brave to come and face me alone..."

He laughed.

"I'm not alone, lass. I'm never alone!"

At first, Plasma believed he was refering to unseen backup, so her eyes darted across the room, but the captain laughed again.

"No, lass, I'm talking about my girl..."

He patted his gun as he spoke, and Plasma almost burst into laughter, but she held it back.

"So you and your girlfriend are going to take me down, is that it?"
"Pretty much, but I sport a good fight."

He aimed at her and fired. Immediately, she was out of the way and rolling sideways, recovering as she lifted off the ground, propelled under her own power. She fired back with a low-yield plasma bolt. The pirate raced out of the path as the energy exploded against the concrete. The villain hid behind a metal crate.

"Aye lass, you got a lot of cannon in that arm of yours. But I'm no mere pirate, I'm Captain 6th!"
"You're their leader?"
"Aye, I am... and what a bounty either of us would make, don't you think?"

On that, she had to agree. If she was able to take him out and bring him to justice, it would be a definitive blow against the Pirates. They might never reform. She flew overhead and, from her vantage point, fired towards his hiding place. But he had already moved. The high roof was to her advantage, keeping her some distance from him, but the captain could hide between the crates, which he was doing right now. To play it safer, she put up a defensive barrier between herself and the ground, a shimmering plasma field. It was the right idea : the Pirate captain shot out from behind a crate directly at her, but the deflection field held against the projectile, which disintegrated on contact. Plasma followed up with a rapid volley of cold plasma, hoping to freeze him in his tracks, but the captain knew the layout of his lair and how to maneuver. He ducked behind more crates that absorbed the bolts.

"I can do this all day," Plasma attempted to coax him.
"That's generally something I say," he shouted back, not in the least intimidated.

Because of the echo, she wasn't able to pinpoint his exact location, but she had a general direction. She hovered over there, keeping the deflection field up. Again, a wise decision, as another shot was fired in her direction. Plasma quickly realized that while the crates were in the way, he could hide indefinitely down there. But there was another way to get him..

She flew back several metres, estimating his location from behind the crates and, taking a chance dropping her deflection field, she focused a plasma wave towards the crates in-between her and her quarry. As the blast wave shot out in front of her, charged with as much energy as she could, it struck the crates with full might, and triggered a domino effect, as crates started to topple on top each of each other, forcing the enemy to move out of the way or be crushed by the falling crates.

She saw him dash to safety and took her shot : a directed cold plasma bolt struck the Captain in the back, covering his leather jacket with frost, and he collapsed onto the floor, visibly knocked out. Plasma stood at the ready, but he didn't move. He was out. She let several seconds go by as the crates finished toppling down in a very loud noise before starting her descent towards her defeated enemy. She landed a metre behind his feet at his feet.

"That'll teach you to be arrogant, you stupid jerk!"

He had fallen on his belly, his left arm extended to his right, his right arm under him. Plasma went around and kicked the blunderbuss out-of-the-way before heading towards him. As she leaned over him and flipped him on his back, Captain 6th suddenly extended his right arm and placed the tazer rod smack between Plasma's legs, straight on her crotch. The electrical jolt sent her flailing wildly, and she realized he had played her, playing possum. She collapsed to the ground, her body still twitching frp, the electricity, momentarily paralyzed. He rose to his feet and took off the ice-covered leather jacket, revealing a well-sculpted body under it.

"Aye... who's teaching about arrogance now?"

He stunned her breasts (they jiggled under the shock)with the tazer rod and another rush of pain assaulted the heroine who screamed it out. He laughed. With one kick to her skull, he knocked her completely out. He cracked his neck and caressed his beard, moving to retrieve his archaic gun. As he took it in his arms, he caressed the cannon like it was a child.

"There, lass... you're ok."

He turned back to look at Plasma, a wide grin on his face. He was talking to himself, or was he talking to his gun?

"I suppose I should really call it in... but I suppose it can wait. I think the three of us should get better acquainted, no?"

***

It wasn't walking into the sex shop that made Olivia King shiver. It was what all the sexual imagery and innuendo did to her that was the real issue. Given all they had been through, any heroine in a place called 'The Emporium of Desire' would have felt the blood rise and rush to the extremities, the pupils dilate and certain areas react with anticipation. Olivia was here strictly on business, looking for a very specific item. A brand of lipstick called Bee-U-Tiful. It tasted like honey and tingled on the lips...

The woman tending the counter was a gorgeous latin beauty, and her black corset supported her frame with panache; it was hard to look anywhere but just under her neck. Olivia made an effort to cross eyes with her as she approached the counter. The clerk smiled in return.

"Hello, I'm looking for something special."
"For yourself or someone else?"
"For me..."

Olivia's gaze wandered to the various areas of the shop : body lotions, costumes and lingerie, sex toys, bath accessories, videos... her eyes caught one of the main categories : Superheroine Fetish. She sighed. The inventory seemed quite large. She returned to the clerk.

"Lipstick. Bee-U-Tiful. A girlfriend of mine said she bought it here.."
"You tasted it?"

Olivia wanted to say yes, but she changed her mind.

"No."
"It's very popular. Tastes like honey. Want to taste?"
"Ok..."

The clerk pursed her lips, leaning over the counter. As stunned as Olivia was, she leaned in and placed her own lips on those of the clerk. The same taste.... their lips intertwined a little, and a strong sensation of arousal introduced itself into the heroine, same as before. What should have been a chaste kiss on the lips turned into an extended lip-lock, as the two women massaged their lips together. When Olivia finally pulled away, twenty seconds later, her face was flushed and her breath was heavy. The clerk seemed to have enjoyed it as much.

"A favorite item of the elite..."
"It's very... wow."
"Isn't it?"

The clerk moved from behind the counter; she was wearing a very short dark greenskirt with thigh high boots, and Olivia could see that her panties were red lace.

"Follow me..."

Olivia followed her to the back of the store, where the video rack had on display so many titles. Despite being attracted by the images of sexuality depicting the various video covers, the heroine's eyes were much more drawn to the attractive clerk. The clerk leaned forward, giving Olivia an even better view of her ass; Olivia held back her hands so as not to grab it. The clerk took from the display a golden yellow tube of lipstick and handed it to her client.

"Here. Special order for our select customers. 75$ the bottle, but you'll find it worth every dollar."
"Expensive lipstick..."
"It is, but it had special natural ingredients that boost sensitivity."
"I see..."
"Try it on."

Olivia thought she would be better to buy it and take it home for analysis, yet as she thought itt, she opened the lipstick and applied to her lips. Instant fire ignited inside her brain, as some magical sensation overcame her. Her face contorted in a strange dizzying sensation, and the clerk must have noticed because she spoke up.

"Are you ok?"
"Never better... wow... this stuff is intense."
"It is. We have more in the back. Want to see?"

Olivia wanted to buy the lipstick and get out.

"Yes."

And despite what her brain was telling her to do, to get the item and leave, she followed the clerk through the alley of videos, whose sexual images all seemed to blur into one and went through the door to the backstore. Except it wasn't a backstore. It was a room with a chair, a bed, red velvet drapes hanging from the ceiling, and it made sense. She saw the clerk reach down and remove her red lace panties, and that too felt perfectly normal. In fact, it made sense for her to do the same, to reach down under her sleeveless green dress and pull down her panties. They were drenched, and the clerk did not fail to notice.

"My... you're a horny toad."
"What can I see... you should see how many times I've been fucked..."

That admission surprised Olivia completely, but not as much as what she replied to the next question. 

"You like getting fucked, then?"
"I do. Any which way. In fact, sometimes, I like it better when I'm not in control, when it's forced upon me."
"Really?"

Olivia knew she had to get out of there, before she said too much, but her body would not answer, and neither would her lips. She quickly realized that, if the wrong word was said, she might blurt out her secret identity. In fact, she was tempted to do so without the question being asked. She had to take charge, so she did the only thing her body and mouth were able to do: she rushed forward and kissed the clerk passionately. The rush of chemicals, with their lips connecting, both blessed by the strange properties of the lipstick, sent a wave of pleasure down their respective spines, to their already pulsating pussies and they moaned loudly together. The liplock lasted for a whole minute, and hands caressed curves and features as their intertwining tongues exchanged saliva, the taste of honey still undeniably strong. Olivia felt the strong hands of the clerk against her ass and it brought her no end of stimulation; she herself caressed the lower back, her fingers sometimes tugging at the corset ropes, as if to take it off.

Gasping for air, both women let go at the same time.

"Wow... you're quite a kisser," the clerk said.
"Olivia."
"I'm Madelyne. Maddy."

It was no good resisting. Olivia had felt such a strong pull in the past, and she knew better than to try to resist it. There was no denying the sexual hunger now. It would claim her now or later, and if she waited, it would be even worse. Knowing this, however, Olivia could make sure it did the least amount of damage.

"I need you to do two things for me, Maddy."
"Anything."
"First, I need you to gag me, so I can't speak."
"ooh... bondage. Tie you up too?"

The rush to say yes was so strong, but Olivia to get that one.

"No... not today... but second..."
"Yes?"
"Once I'm gagged... fuck me until I can't walk anymore..."

The request was both sincere and calculated; she knew that the more pleasure she derived, the quicker the effects of the drug in her system would dissipate.

"Okay... but if you're gagged, how are you going to...?"

Maddy didn't even finish the question. Olivia was down on her knees, pulling the clerk's short skirt up and burying her lips against the pussy, her tongue at attention and ready for work. The enhanced sensation provided by the lipstick worked equally well down there, and Maddy was soon in the throes of a mind-blowing orgasm which Olivia sustained by pushing her stimulation to the edge. The clerk held the heroine's head down between her legs for a long time, figuring she also liked to be restrained. After a tense moment and more pleasure, Maddy finally let go, and Olivia pulled away, her tongue tired from the exercise, and her need still unsated.

"Please, Maddy... I beg you... gag me and do me..."
"Wow. You really are a sub... Fine. I'll gag you... and cuff your hands behind your back."
"Yes. Good..."

There was no more dichotomy in Olivia's brain. Maddy rushed to one of the drawers, pulling out the required items. The ball gag went in first - it provided a sensation of intense relief to Olivia, knowing she would not spill the guts about her identity (or anyone else's) and freed her mind to let the rest happen. The clerk slipped the sleeveless robe off Olivia's body, tucking it away on the dresser, leaving her in nothing but her green stilettos and jewelry. She then reached around and, using fur-covered handcuffts, bound Olivia's hands together. Finally, she encouraged her to split her legs apart, gliding a finger to the opening.

"Incredible! I've never seen someone so wet..."

Right from the first stroke, she was able to slide three fingers in; Olivia yelped through the gag, making Maddy smirk. The clerk played around the insides, each touch triggering more energy to shoot up Olivia's spine, arching her body back, contorting it. Maddy was able to insert a fourth finger, and it was heaven to the heroine.

"You like that, you slut?"

Olivia nodded. She wanted more, and the clerk was inclined to acquiesce. She formed a fist with her soaked right hand, and started wiggling it inside. To her own amazement, it fit right in, and Olivia trembled with the ecstasy of being fisted fully, up to Maddy's wrist.

"You're a special kind of slut, Olivia... Are you a porn star?"

Olivia thought no, but her head answered yes. And her heart sank, despite the pleasure and the glorious feeling of a hand inside her pussy - perhaps she indeed was one, given all that she had been submitted to in her life. But that moment - and the accompanying humiliation -  passed as soon as the clerk started fist-fucking her. And it was magical, better than ever. The sliding motion made a slight slurping sound as air seaped into the nook and crannies of Olivia's pussy.

"You're gonna come on my fist, you porn slut?"

She nodded yes. Olivia was helping herself to it by swaying her hips up and down; Maddy barely had to move. The violent orgasm exploded inside her loins, making her squirt all over Maddy's hand and arm. The clerk stared, amazed at the sight before her, as waves of undulation sent Olivia in all directions at the same time, desperately seeking more pleasure on her soaked fist, until finally Olivia herself stopped squirming, drained from the energy expense. The fist slid out with a slurp and a pop, and Olivia felt the stretch recede immediately... and she wanted more.

"mmmfffm..."

As she got up, the clerk rinsed her soiled hand on Olivia's chest and face, rubbing all the liquids off of her.

"You liked that, didn't you slut?"

Olivia nodded again, and her eyes were pleading for more.

"I think you deserve my favorite toy..."

Again, the clerk reached into the drawer, and pulled out a U-shaped dildo. Olivia's eyes widened as she understood the purpose of the device.

"That's right, slut-face... this one goes in me, and this one goes in you."

To prove her point, Maddy placed one end of the dildo against her sex, sliding it in, biting her lips as she performed the insertion. She dragged Olivia towards the chair as she sat down on the edge of it. Forcing Olivia to sit on her, she positioned her so they would face, and started sliding the other end of the dildo into the heroine's pussy. More pleasure made its way to Olivia's waiting insides and, although the dildo did not fill her up as much as the fist had, it had another advantage : it started to vibrate. Olivia moaned through the gag with as much strength as she could.

"I know... it's incredible."

By swaying her own hips up and down, Maddy was able to stimulate the both of them, and the steady vibration of the device inside them both soon started having them feel the inevitable rise of pleasure that came with the activity, an overwhelming need to let nature run its course. Olivia helped herself as she could on the device inside her, but Maddy did all the legwork. The pulsation was driving her wild, and she was screaming in her mind for it to stop - or continue - both in fact!

There was no stopping it. More pleasure erupted inside Olivia, and seeing her agonized face through the orgasm was enough to do the same to Maddy. As they orgasmed together, Maddy placed kisses on Olivia's breasts and nipples. The ripples of pleasure echoed into Olivia for much longer than her partner, until the vibration stopped. Olivia's head collapsed forward, coming to rest against the clerk's shoulder. She was panting heavily, barely able to remain conscious.

"Wow... you really are an incredible whore, Olivia... You cum like you've been trained to do so!"

How right she was, Olivia thought, and she was glad she was unable to say it. She felt the need for more, even though she'd had quite enough. And somehow, she knew that Maddy wasn't done. The clerk pulled Olivia off of the dildo and spun her around.

"It should be lubricated enough for the next step..." she beamed.

The next step. Of course, thought Olivia. There was always more to do to her, to inflict upon her, more ravage to be done. At least, she pondered as the end of the dildo went to rest against her backdoor, Maddy was being considerate about it. But the thought ended there : her entire weight collapsed and the device slid into her anus. And Maddy, still eager on inflicting more (and getting more in return from the device inside her) resumed her motions.

It was then that the ring of the doorbell to the store echoed in the backstore, and made Olivia jump. Then, at some distance, a male voice came through.

"Hello?"

Olivia's eyes widened. Neither of them had locked the door to the store. But what made Olivia go completely bonkers was when Maddy answered.

"Back here!"

End of part 2

****************************************************************

THE SPINNING, part 3

From her unique seating arrangement, naked except for green stilettos and jewelry, gagged, handcuffed behind her back and sitting on the clerk Maddy`s lap, one end of a double-ended dildo inside her ass, Olivia King - aka Flechette - could do nothing but wait as she heard the footsteps getting closer and then, finally, watching as the door opened to reveal two male customers, one caucasian and one black dressed in casual clothes, whose jaws dropped when they saw the scene. Not missing a beat, Maddy kept pounding the device into Olivia as she spoke up.

"Gentlemen... can I help you?"
"Yeah..." the caucasian started blurting out without realizing it, "I came to buy some lube and a new dildo for my girlfriend..."
"You can peruse the shop while I entertain this guest," casually answered the clerk, "unless you see something you like."
"Fuck yeah!" the black customer replied.

He stepped forward, unzipping his pants quickly and dropping them to the floor; he wore no underwear, and his black cock was already swelling up from the sight. Olivia groaned through the gag, trying to say to Maddy that she didn`t want this, but Maddy ignored her - besides, she couldn't see her face, Olivia knew. There was no safe word. She was stuck in this predicament.

"What are you doing, man?" asked the caucasian customer.
"What does it look like? I'm gonna tap that white pussy..."
"Dude, we already got that threesome tonight with my girlfriend!"
"So?..."

The caucasian man considered his friend's words, and decided he was right. There was no reason to wait for tonight before starting the festivities.

"It's her birthday, so I wanted to get her something special," he continued as he started unzipping his pants as well.
"A thoughtful man," Maddy told him, smiling.

The black man had knelt in front of Olivia, ready to eat her out, but he immediately saw how damp she already was. He licked it, sending another sensation rummaging through Olivia's insides.

"Man, look here"

He motioned his friend to get down and they examined her pussy in detail; Olivia looked away, horrified at their presence, horrified that they were examining her like a vulgar piece of meat. But as she saw their cocks rise to the occasion, she could no more deny her own lust than she could deny them.

"You go first," the black man  said.
"No way. She`s yours."
"Thanks man!"

As the black man positioned himself, forced to kneel due to the precarious position the girls were in, sitting on the chair, he noticed the dildo construct.

"No way! You got that in her ass and in your pussy! Amazing!"
"Yes," commented Maddy, "and if I thrust like this..."

She gave a good hop which made Olivia smirk and provided herself with a very nice stimulation.

"Wow!"
"Come on, stud. Do your stuff."

To help him along, Maddy actually pushed herself up to her feet; the dildo slid even further into Olivia's ass. She was now standing up. The black man lifted Olivia's left leg, getting a better access to her pussy, and impaled himself on her. He groaned as he felt her insides wrap themselves around his shaft.

"Best shit ever..."

Then, he started to pound, hard, recklessly, grabbing on to Olivia's waist. He was in control now; Maddy was along for the ride. Everytime Olivia lifted up, Maddy lifted a little as well, and the dildo inside her pushed in, giving her a strong burst of pleasure which, if the black man did his job right, would not be long in culminating in another mind-blowing orgasm for them both. Olivia wrapped her muscles against the cock ravaging her, desperate to come again, desperate to gain any semblance of control...

"Dammit, I want in!"

The caucasian man was stroking himself, eager to join in but having no access to any opening. Maddy saw his frustration and, being the good hostess she was, motioned for his black friend to stop, giving Olivia's pussy a very short respite as he pulled out. Without removing the dildo from any opening, an expert Maddy dragged the two of them to the bed, where she lay on her back; she slipped a pillow between herself and Olivia so the heroine's handcuffed arms would rest on them and not her stomach. As she lay down, lowering them, it gave access to Olivia's pussy once more, but also to her mouth. All someone had to do was climb on top of her.

The two customers silently debated on the positions they would take; the black man returned to the pussy while the caucasian man positioned himself above, ready to use her mouth as a fuck hole, but there was a problem.

"She has a gag, though..." he argued.
"True..."

With a flick of her fingers, before the action could resume, Maddy undid the gag and it fell off.

"No! I need to be gagged!" screamed Olivia, at her wit's end, unable to focus on anything but the urgency of her situation and her desperate need for more release.
"Well, slut... there's a gag right in your face if you know how to use it."

There it was : the man's prick, inches from her face. Olivia knew what to do. She reached up with her mouth and grabbed its tip. The caucasian man needed no more invitation. He steadied himself with his hands and pushed it inside her mouth. He was in control, so he did the pumping, fast and hard. His friend, satisfied that everything up there was going smoothly, returned to his previous duties, plunging his cock back into the damp pussy.

For long minutes, all four partners were engrossed in their task, moaning, panting, heaving, groaning. The place reeked of sex and sweat, but everyone was too absorbed in the act to notice it. The black man felt himself close to coming, so he yelled out.

"Oh! shit... I don't want to get her pregnant!"
"Take her mouth!" his friend said, pulling out.

The maneuver was a strange one. The caucasian man took his penis out of Olivia's wet mouth, then tilted it sideways, holding it firm. His black friend came around and, stroking his manhood, slid it in. Moments of later, spurts of cum gushed down her throat, with the black man moaning at every single spurt. As he pulled out, half of it spilled out on the bed. Then, the caucasian mad twisted her head back towards him, sliding it in again and riding her for a few moments until he too could not hold it in. Another massive load of spunk filled the heroine's hole and, with her head facing up, she could not spit it out, so she started swallowing every single drop.

Underneath Olivia, Maddy, watching the men finish with her slave, prodded fast and deep, sending blasts of pleasure up Olivia's spine. And with the caucasian man pulling out, Olivia was free to speak her mind, spitting saliva and cum as she yelled out.

"Oh fuck me yes... I'm just a hero-slut... I don`t deserve to cum... punish my mouth... punish my ass..."

The ride took its toll on Maddy and, as she too drew a powerful release from the activity, she ceased all motion, quite satisfied and impressed by the overall performance of this natural slave. It took a moment, but Maddy eventually pulled out of Olivia, removing the dildo from the both of them. The men were also recuperating.

"Shit man! Your girlfriend is going to be so jealous she wasn`t here."
"I know. She would have loved to watch this slut come like that..."

He turned to Maddy, who was putting away the toys in a pile to be cleaned later. Olivia was unmoving on the bed, drained.

"Speaking of which... I still need those gifts."
"Of course."

The men put their pants back on and, before leaving the room, they actually thanked Olivia. Maddy winked at her and went to serve the customers.

When Maddy returned, a few minutes later, Olivia had managed to get up and get dressed. She felt dirty, spoiled and disgusting.  The sensation on her lips did not feel as great; her entire body was sore from the experience.

"So...?"

Olivia wanted to break Maddy in half, punch her, slap her, claw at her eyes.... instead, she simply stared into the void.

"I'lll take it..." she managed to voice out.
"Great! I know you won't regret it..."

 They returned to the front of the store and money changed hands. 75$ plus taxes... whore paid taxes now, it seemed...

"Maddy, after all we've been through..."
"Yeah. I feel the same way, Olivia. You can come by anytime..."
"Oh yes..." she started, then she refocused her mind. "I mean, that lipstick, it's quite unique... who's your supplier? Where does it come from?"
"Well, I'm not really supposed to say..."

She must have seen the change in Olivia's face.

"...but for you... my supplier is local actually. There's this new place in town, called the Frenzy. They're the ones who import it. Not sure where it comes from for them..."
"Thank you..."

Olivia exited the store with her puchased in hand. Shower first. Then... then, she would get to the bottom of this, and someone would definitely pay for all of this...

***

Plasma awoke from her unnatural slumber with a massive headache and a severe case of muscle spasms, both courtesy of the tazer rod strikes she had sustained during the fight with the captain of the pirates. At first, she assessed her predicament, expecting its grimness. She hated being right in those instances, but she was and it was bad.

The first thing she noticed was her position : legs outstretched to her sides, she was supported and held in the position by two ankle restraints tied to chains which connected above her head to a hook suspended on a crane. Her arms were tucked behind her back and held together by some unseen leathery restraint. Her mask was still on, as were her boots, but that was it. Attempting to charge plasma inside her body to burn away the restraints, she felt only the powerlessness, and the collar her neck gave away the reason.

She was also not alone in the room; she was still in the warehouse. She spotted Captain 6th, still caressing his gun. He was topless; Plasma could also see the bulge under his leather breeches and she winced. But he was not alone : there six other individuals, raggedy-looking, wearing the traditional jacket of the pirates, except most were simply in their underwear. They were dirty as well, which made Plasma wonder where they had come from.

"You won't get away with this, you fiend!"
"I was wondering if I should gag you or not... I'm going to go not, for now. Your words will inspire my men."
"I thought your men were all in prison."
"Aye lass, which is why I recruited a few off the street... my new pirates... and this is their initiation."

It was hard to notice how the six 'new' pirates were aroused by the situation.

"So what now... you're going to gang rape me, is that it?"
"You make it sound like you want it, lass..."

The men laughed at their new captain's comment. However, the captain stepped forward first.

"Or just  you...?" defiantly called out Plasma.
"No... not me... Her."

And he showed her his gun. Plasma's eyes filled with panic. He was going to rape her with the gun!

"No...!"
"Methinks the lady doth protest too much..."

Captain 6th pressed the cannon of the weapon against Plasma's exposed lips, using the tip to caress the folds of her sex. The cold metal against her labia made her tremble, drawing cheers from the crowd. It took a moment for the captain to play around with it, using his fingers to part the lips, and slide the cannon in, like a potentially lethal dildo. Plasma's eyes shifted as the pain turned into excitements, the cold metal warming as he pushed it in further, then started sliding it out, slowly...

"That's good, lass... very good... you don't want it to shoot its load early..."

The threat of the weapon accidentally firing was aphrodisiac to the heroine. She had rarely felt such exhiliration, panting, moaning, squeezing her muscles down there to get the most pleasure from the experience. The captain held on to the gun with one hand; with the other, he grabbed and twisted Plasma's left breast, biting her nipple at the same time. She squealed as she did her best to plunge herself onto the weapon.

"I told you men," the captain replied, "they're all the same! She's my second, as desperate as the first."

Of course we're desperate, Plasma thought to herself internally. We're all so screwed up... The pleasure was mounting, inexorably, and Plasma's face fluttered in-and-out of consciousness. Before the pinnacle could be reached, captain 6th pulled out the gun,  and frustration overcame Plasma instantly.

"No... damn it... put it back in. I need this."

Her plea was everyone laugh, but the captain leaned into her air.

"How bad do you want it?"
"So bad... Make me cum."
"Please?"
"Please make me cum."
"Please who?"

The captain was getting no end of satisfaction as he tormented her, unbuckling his pants to let them fall to the floor.

"Please Captain 6th (she remembered his name), make me cum!"
"Aye lass..."

Putting the gun away, he slid his own powerful rod into her and she beamed with ecstasy.

"And that's how you break one, boys."

And then, he pounded into her, fiercely, savagely, slapping her face, her breasts, her ass, and she loved every minute of it, submissive slave on his hard cock, explored deeper and deeper with every thrust.. The Captain himself was so aroused that he knew it would not  take long for him. He coaxed her on.

"Don't you dare cum, or else everyone in my gang is going to have fun with all your holes..."

Almost as soon as he said it, he felt the surge inside his manhood as his seed passed on, shot into the heroine's womb, hot and powerful; Plasma couldn't hold it in, despite the threat, so she screamed in ecstasy alongside him as the hot liquid settled inside her. Then, as he pulled out, it started dripping down the floor. The captain slapped her hard.

"I told you not to come... you know what happens next!"

Plasma wanted to argue, but she was spent from the sheer enjoyment and humiliation. The captain moved to the controls for the crane and started lowering the heroine. He turned to his men.

"Unshackle her feet... you see boys, I knew she'd come, once I issued the threat... once she knew three of you would gangbang her if she disobeyed, she couldn't disappoint."

What followed was a sequence of three air-tight encounters, with the new pirates, former vagrants picked up off the street ravaging the broken heroine in her pussy, ass and mouth, as she barely resisted the fury of their assaults, lost in the throes of pleasure. The first three pirates shot it all inside her, and her holes dripped even more. The final three gave it all they had; the captain ordered them to cover her with cum and he managed to make himself hard again, fucking her pussy on the floor until he emptied into her once more, finishing her off.

Once they were all done, Plasma was a mess of an heroine covered in cum. The captain took pictures, then dismissed all of 'new' pirates, telling them he would in touch. He made the call at that point, letting his employer that Plasma had been summarily dealt with, and that they should come pick her up, to which the voice at the other end said to hose her down first. The captain laughed at the notion, but did what was ordered.

***

When consciousness returned to Silverstreak, she was puzzled at first, mostly because she didn't feel any restraints. What she felt, however, was the collar around her neck, nullifying her powers and hands, on her body, that slid rather naturally against her exposed skin. She was fully naked except for her visor. She attempted to get up, but her body was sluggish, unresponsive, and the hands on her skin suddenly ignited the passion inside her body. She yelped.

"oooh..."

Looking up, she saw that a gorgeous asian woman was massaging her entire body, covering it in oil. Just past her, her enemy, Green-Ninja-One, stood immobile contemplating the scene. He wore his green face mask and hood and a loincloth made of green tissue, nothing more. Silverstreak managed to speak as the hands stimulated every point in her body.

"What are you doing to me?"
"An enemy of your caliber deserves the best treatment, and I am providing."
"Best treatment?"
"I intend to take my pleasure from you, as I should, as the victorious party - yet I am compelled to provide you with equal measure of pleasure. For that, I have hired the services of Ming Ya, from the Matarota."

The gorgeous masseuse was naked as well, expertly gliding her hands on the heroine's slippery body. She did not spare the use of massage oil.

"Now that you are awake, we can begin. It would be dishonorable to take advantage of you while you slept."

The masseuse moved about and slid towards the heroine's bottom, sliding her legs between Silverstreak's, bringing her pussy to bare against hers. The warmth from it sent chills up the heroine's spine and she moaned.

"Ming Ya will insure your full readiness for my penetration."

His voice was so stoic, so matter-of-fact, it was scary, but the stimulation from the masseuse, as she started grinding their pussies together made the sensation go away. For the trained professional, it was all about giving, so even if she derived pleasure from her action, she kept a straight face, never showing it. Silverstreak, however, was the total opposite; feeling the asian's nether lips against hers made her climb rapidly into peaks of ecstasy, interrupted by lulls as the expert masseuse controlled her pace.

For whatever reason, Silverstreak was unable to move much more than follow the sways of her partner. Whatever it was restrained both her mind and body; in the throes of passion, she managed to voice her interrogation.

"Oh... my... how are you doing... I can't move and... oh god..."

In the same tone as before, the Ninja answered.

"We have deactivated your voluntary motor system; reflexes are still intact."

SIlverstreak didn't know such a thing was possible, and she was caring less and less. The Ninja contemplated the two women at work, marveling at the performance of both the attendant and her charge. Ming Ya was controlling the rhythm, keeping Silverstreak and herself from achieving satisfaction, and she held onto that for several minutes, bringing the peaks up and down.

Finally, the Ninja nodded, and Ming Ya pushed it all the way up. Both women screamed out their orgasms at a level that almost deafened everyone in the room. It was a long, drawn-out sensation, sustained by the perfect control Ming Ya had over her own sexuality. Silverstreak shook and shivered in convulsions from the release, weak and disoriented. The Ninja smiled.

"You have known bliss once more, and I am honored to be witness to it..."

Silverstreak barely heard the words as Ming Ya pulled away from her and headed towards the Ninja. She undid his loin cloth, revealing his dick which, despite the entire scene, had remained oddly limp. Ming Ya blew air on it, and it started to rise. The masseuse then started massaging the sack under it, gently, and the Ninja's member swelled up very quickly. His face betrayed no emotion, but Silverstreak, looking up, felt the excitement return. Her words refused what her body was telling her.

"Don't... don't rape me."
"You are expected to say this. It is the process. I will take you and you will thank me."
"No..."
"I accept that you will fight this and I respect your choice to attempt resistance."

He was rock hard now as he maneuvered towards Silverstreak, getting on his knees on the slippery mat.

"No!"
"Your body requests my presence. It is written."

He set himself against her, his hard cock resting against her pussy, leaning forward so he could look her in the eyes. She wanted to look away, but she gave him a defiant stare instead.

"Your will is strong. Truly, this is fate."

He grinded himself against the pussy for a few seconds and Silverstreak moaned with anticipation. Her body was so wet from the oil and juices that he slipped into her without actually making it happen. She yelped with glee. Then, he stood still, unmoving, his hard dick inside her. She attempted to grind herself against it, but he did not budge.

"You are eager for me."
"no.... I don't..."

Her body kept moving not of her own accord, seeking the pleasure the hard rod could provide.

"Deny your mind all you want, but the truth is the nature of the beast."
"I... dammit... fuck me... please..."
"Thank me."

His words, as cold as they were sincere, tore her apart inside, even moreso than he was doing. She bit her lips, still attempting to get something out-of-him, but he was in control. Finally, she could not hold back anymore.

"Thank you for this honor..." she yelped.

He bowed to her and then rammed inside her, deep as it would go. She grunted from the sudden air being shot out of her, and finally, he was fucking her, deep and slow, her chest rubbing against his. They kissed, passionately; all the while, he prodded at her insides, expertly shifting his shaft inside her to provide her with the most stimulation possible.

"You have earned the honor of my cock."
"Yes... I have earned it... please don't stop."
"I will not deny us the pleasure, and we will achieve it together."
"Yes... Cum with me... inside me..."

It was a slow process, building inside them both, almost in unison. She was his to manipulate as he wished and he was not going to waste this opportunity. With Andromeda, he had not been allowed to perform the rite of possession correctly, due to the meddling of the mediator. With her, however, he was doing things the right way, honorably.

"When you finally climax, Silverstreak, you will say my name. It is Ando."
"Yes Ando... I'm Julia... oh..."

She couldn't believe she had just said her first name, but it didn't seem to matter.

"Then I will say your name, Julia, and mean it when I achieve my own."

The couple never changed positions, never wavered from their ryhtmic rise, and the intercourse lasted many minutes, with the heroine hitting the brink of ecstasy every so often, but she was able to hold it back. She could not come until he did, and she knew it.

And then, she felt it, the throb of his rod inside her, the first sign of release.

"Ando..."
"Julia..."

And that was it. It shot out of him into her womb with force and speed, every burst painting her insides, exploding with passion and energy as the Ninja mouthed a silent orgasm. The release could no longer be contained, and Silverstreak was overrun by a gigantic surge of pleasure which she mouthed as loud as she could, saying his name over and over again until she almost passed out. He stayed inside her for a long time before pulling out.

Ming Ya, who had sat silently all this time, came over and wrapped her mouth around his cock, cleaning it up. He allowed her this privilege. She then turned to Silverstreak, placing her mouth against the heroine's cum-filled pussy and started sucking in the juices, giving the weakened heroine even more satisfaction. Climbing up on top of her to reach her face, she opened the heroine's lips and kissed her, transfering some of the cum and fluids into her mouth. The heroine welcomed it as much as the kiss that it included. Finally, Ming Ya retreated to the side.

The Ninja went to crouch near Silverstreak's face, speaking to her in soft tones.

"Now that my seed has been inside you, you are my property. I relinquish you to others, but know that I am your master, in mind, heart and body. You will remember this all your existence."

Silverstreak was barely aware of what he was saying, but she nodded in agreement. Finally, he smiled, a mix of tenderness and deviousness. He turned to Ming Ya.

"Clean her up, and get her ready for travel."

The masseuse acknowledged the order, and the Ninja left the room.

***

"Dammit!" Andromeda almost shrieked, tossing the papers aside.

Prototype walked up to her, face full of concern.

"What's wrong?"
"There's nothing. I've been going over the entire case file from KnightHawk and I have nothing."

They were back in Andromeda's pad. Files were laying about everywhere, all the materials found in Desiree Diamond's secret base (of which Andromeda knew the location), but there were no leads. More accurately, there were leads but no direction to follow beyond what the other heroines were looking into.

"I should have picked a different assignment," Andromeda complained.

Prototype sat beside her, caressing her back.

"We'll get something. I'm sure of it."
"I hope so."

Andromeda gave a gentle kiss on Andromeda's exposed shoulder, before asking a question.

"Any news from the others?"
"Gem said she was heading to the morgue. No news from Silverstreak or Plasma, but if they found nothing at the warehouses, they probably won't call. Flechette's tracking the same lead, apparently."

Andromeda looked outside. It was getting dark.

"Ms Dynamo and Flare are going to wait to see if something happens in the hospital at night..."
"So that leaves us to do whatever else needs to be done."
"Yes. Or fly in as backup if needed. We can be practically anywhere in the city in minutes the two of us."

Andromeda got up and walked towards the large window.

"I just hope KnightHawk is all right..."

Prototype remained at her seat, watching her lover contemplate the city in the background, and she pondered a few things of her own as well.

***

Night had rolled around on Eve City. On the roof of the hospital, Ms Dynano and Flare had set up camp. If their hunch was right, both Nancy Vesper and Vivian Claire, the two rape victims, would be visited tonight by some person or influence, and the heroines would be able to catch whoever it was in the act and force a confrontation.

Both heroines knew something of what to expect, having been on the receiving end of such violations in the past (although some of the details of these recent assaults were quite troubling), so they were psyched at the chance of getting payback not just for the victims but for themselves as well. They had managed to place listening devices against the windows of the rooms to keep track of noise inside, and had mapped out the quickest routes (not breaking through the window) to get from the roof to the victims as quickly as possible. Each was under one minute, and since the two girls were in the same wing, the heroines could always provide each other with backup.

So far, the night had been quiet, and it was barely past midnight. The girls took turns listening in to the signal, while one of them rested due to having to last the whole night in surveillance. Flare was on duty right now with Ms Dynamo resting her head on the makeshift bed they had set up. Flare was crouched so her bright yellow costume would not give her location away to anyone looking from further off. The wind was chilly, but she didn't feel the cold. Her mind was focused on the breathing she heard through the listening device.

Flare suddenly caught something different. Focusing on it, she thought it sounded like heavy breathing. She tweeked the background noise a little, removing some of  the static, and it became obvious to her that she had heard correctly. Not only that, but she heard slight mumbling, as if one of the girls - or both - was talking in her sleep. The words were unintelligible, but the breathing itself was unmistakable. She rushed to Ms Dynamo's bedside, stirring her from her light slumber.

"Something's happening."

Ms Dynamo shook off the reverie and quickly straightened herself.

"What's up?"
"Strange noises, and mumbling... maybe the influence is acting up."

They both listened in again to the sound and, this time, there was no mistaking the moaning coming from both rooms.

"Are they being...?"
"We need to go."

It took a moment for the girls to race down the stairs and make their way to the right level, and only a few more seconds for each to reach the respective room they had assigned each other, Ms Dynamo with Nancy Vesper, the weather girl, and Flare with Vivian Claire, the radio host. Almost simultaneously, they pushed the doors open, and were treated to a similar sight which brought no end of confusion to their perception.

Both girls were almost hovering over their beds, covers blown away, their hospital gowns rolled up to expose their lower bodies, and seemingly suspended by thin air... But the real surprise was that, in the darkness of the room, the space in-between their thights gave off a faint but eerie pinkish glow. The heroines were dismayed at the sight and crept in closer. Both girls were moaning and panting, as if some unseen force was stimulating them from the inside... it all seemed too familiar.

And then, as the heroines bent over the girls to get a better look, a puff of pinkish powder shot from the girls' pussies straight into the heroines' faces!

End of part 3

****************************************************************

THE SPINNING, part 4

As the dust sprayed into both heroines' faces, in two different rooms almost simultaneously, a chemical reaction occured within their metabolisms. Blood rushed to their extremities, pupils dilated, and their entire nervous system began a stimulation process across the entire spine; perception became foggy and, most importantly, a hormonal switch in the brain shut off, temporarily. The reaction, slightly different with each heroine, was similar enough that the symptoms and manifestations were the same.

In Nancy Vesper's room, the weather girl floated back onto the bed, opening her eyes; although she seemed to be in a trance, much like the one Ms Dynamo was experiencing, her words were fully formed and aware.

"Ms Dynamo... how lovely to see you."

The heroine answered in the same normal tone, yet still under whatever effect.

"I came to check up on you, but I see you are fine."
"Very fine indeed..."

Nancy straightened herself in bed, pulling off the hospital gown completely, revealing her gorgeous naked figure to the dark-skinned heroine. Ms Dynamo stepped in closer, examining the curves with her eyes.

"As you can see, I am quite perfect..."
"Yes, you are..."

Her lovely face, her beautiful curves, her sweet mounds... Ms Dynamo started to caress them gently, making Nancy blush. The two of them exchanged a kiss as the heroine's hand glided towards the weather girl's stomach.

"I have a surprise for you, Dynamo..." Nancy mused.
"A surprise?"
"Just investigate a little further..."

Dynamo slided her hand near the girls' private area and, to her amazement and delight, found the surprise in waiting.

Flare was pretty much in the same situation. After watching Vivian Claire, the radio host, hover back down to the bed and having her strip her night gown, she had crept to the side of the bed to exchange kisses.

"I'm glad you're better," Flare said to the radio host. "After all you've been through..."
"It has opened my eyes, Flare... I see things more clearly."
"How do you see them?"

Flare's hand was resting on Vivian's thighs, sliding up and down.

"There's bad things out there," replied Vivian, "but you have to take what you can when it gets too hard to handle."
"I understand completely..."

They kissed again, and as Flare's hand slid up the inner thigh and reached Vivian's pussy, intent on caressing it, her hand touched something different. Looking down, she saw the unexpected - but welcome - sight of a penis, aroused, where the pussy should have been. Flare looked at it, bewildered.

"But you're a woman..."
"I am... A gift, for you."

Flare's hand started to caress it and instantly sprang to life. She wrapped a full hand around it and Vivian moaned, hard and long.

Ms Dynamo had witnessed the same sight and had immediately moved closer to inspect it, caressing it and making Nancy shiver under her touch.

"Incredible..."
"You like it? I made it for you..."
"Made it? How?"
"I... I just did."
"Does it hurt?"

Nancy paused, enjoying the gentle stroking of Dynamo's hand.

"Only when no one takes care of it..."

Ms Dynamo took the cue. She lowered her face onto it and caught a whiff of its smell, almost like honey. She rolled her tongue against her lips, then gave a big smile to Nancy.

"Sure. I'll help you..."

Wrapping her lips around it, she slid it inside her mouth; she felt its throbbing as she bobbed up and down on it. Nancy closed her eyes, driven to new heights as the heroine took care of her situation, feeling her unnatural cock stimulating her all over. Ms Dynamo was an expert at this, apparently...

Flare was no slouch in that department either. A similar request from Vivian had led to Flare stroking it much harder, blowing air on it to make it react even more. Eventually, she too wrapped her lips around it, making Vivian moan with energy.

"oohh Flare... yes..."

The encouraging words were music to the heroine's ears, and she resolutely pushed down on her charge, wanting to give her the best possible oral experience. It felt like the cock was moving about in Flare's mouth, wrigging and throbbing, writhing against her tongue. Flare's left hand reached between her legs, through her costume, and she started teasing her own pussy, wanting to get in on some of the action.

Flare pulled away from the cock for an instant; the sicklty taste of honey on it was undeniable, and Flare loved it.

"God, Vivian, your cock tastes amazing! I've never had better..."
"Have you had a lot?" moaned the radio host though a series of moans.
"Dozens, if not hundreds..."

Flare's left hand moved the costume away to expose her pussy so she could directly touch it, sliding the edge of her finger against her slit. She returned to her ministrations on Vivian, enjoying every lap of it, her mouth still overcome with the delicious taste. Vivian felt the unfamiliar rush of her supernatural phallus near its climax.

"oh my God... Flare... don't stop... swallow it all."

Eager to please, Flare grabbed the cock by the base (and she noticed then that it had no sack, but that was not really a concern) and, pumping hard, her lips still wrapped around the tip, she allowed it to spray her mouth with all its spunk, jet after jet spurting inside her with the same odd yet satisfying taste. Vivian felt the stimulation all the way inside her; she contained the loud moans and instead turned her orgasm into a slow squeal of delight. Flare sloshed the tasty liquid around her mouth for a few seconds before swallowing it whole. It made her mind dizzier than before, yet the arousal increased ten-fold; juices gushed in-between her legs...

Nancy was also on the verge of a powerful release, and she let Ms Dynamo, whose constant hard sucking on it had brought her to this point, know as she realized it.

"...please Dynamo... I'm gonna cum... take it all in."

The heroine was happy to comply, driving her face deep onto the supernatural cock, licking it as best she could until she felt the first spurt come out. Then, she pulled back and allowed the subsequents jets to paint the insides of her throat, swallowing all along as she could, all the while listening to the moans of the woman she was pleasuring. The fluid, in contact with Dynamo's metabolism, kicked it into overdrive, increasing libido and stimulating all areas of the brain dedicated to sex.

Dynamo pulled away, letting go of of the cock, and she started to tear away at her own costume; awkwardly, she managed to pull it off, exposing her dark brown skin to Nancy (keeping the traditional boots, gloves and mask); the weather girl caressed her sides gently.

"You are so beautitful Dynamo... I want you so bad..."
"I want you too, but..."

Whatever Dynamo was about to say, she stopped as her hand touched the unnatural dick, still rigid, still ready for more. Dynamo felt her entire body shake at the anticipation.

"So..." finally said Dynamo, "would you like to continue?"
"Yes... you've already given me so much... now I want you to take and enjoy..."
"I can certainly do that."

Dynamo climbed on top the bed, straddling Nancy, setting herself up on top of her.

"Take me..." whispered Nancy.

Dynamo slipped herself onto the phallus, and started gently sliding up and down, sending ripples of stimulation into her own pussy, and clearly not making Nancy indifferent, as the weather girl's eyes rolled in the back of her head. Dynamo giggled.

"I'm fucking the weather girl..."
"Tonight's forecast," mused Nancy, "very wet with a great chance of orgasm..."

In the other room, Flare had also stripped her own costume, all the while attempting to kiss Vivian's nipples. As she got up on the bed, ready to sit herself down on Vivian's face so she too could get some pleasure, Vivian spoke up.

"Wait, Flare... I have a better idea."

Flare looked past her, and suddenly saw the cock, still erect, still hard. Vivian giggled.

"Why don't you give it a spin... I've never actually tried it like that."

Flare smiled; she had figured Vivian was done after her oral course, but apparently, it was not the case, and the prospect of having that hard shaft inside her was very appealing. She slid up, facing away from Vivian in reverse cow-girl, rubbing her pussy lips against it.

"You're still hard after that?" she inquired, amused.
"You turn me on Flare..."

The heroine did not really much more of an invitation. She slip up so the tip would rest against her pussy, and then she slid it in, one stroke, sending a powerful jolt inside both their bodies, and they moaned in unison.

As Vivian was fucking Flare and Nancy was doing the same to Ms Dynamo, all fours girls writing in the pleasure derived from the intercourse, a fifth presence was aware of everything, watching, seeing and enjoying. Present in both rooms at the same time, she was feeding on the lust generated by the carnal nature of the interaction... and she was grinning the whole time, knowing that the two heroines had fallen into her plan - her well-laid long term plan. The rape of both the weather girl and the radio host had been calculated, but they had wielded even better results than expected. Three heroines for the price of two.

Gala's laughter was sinister. The heroines were oblivious, and they would remain so, being taken by her sex snakes, mascarading as cocks through the sensory distortion she could generate, sliding back and forth into both partners, stretching to accomodate the needs of each woman it was pleasuring. Soon...

Flare and Ms Dynamo exploded with ecstasy almost at the same time, and Gala ordered the sex snakes to shoot their loads into them, while bringing the two former rape victims to orgasm once more, one last time. They had served their purpose and were no longer needed. Gala was glad their job in this was over, not that she had minded their previous assaults, but this had never been about them. Full of fluids designed to keep them docile and compliant, the heroines collapsed on the beds, spent from the pleasure.

All Gala had to do now was pick them up and take them to her Mistress. And she would be greatly pleased with the result.

***

Club Frenzy was open and thriving when Flechette and Zephyr made their way onto its roof, near its helipad. Olivia King had detoured to her place after her encounter in the Emporium, and she had taken a long shower, giving Zephyr a couple of hours to kill before they would meet again.

It was a little past 1 AM. Getting into the building at this time without being noticed was tricky at best, and Flechette had considered the civilian approach, but considering how that had turned out this afternoon, perhaps the more direct venue was appropriate. Besides, she felt certain that this place was a den of inequity, distributing drugs derivative of Euphoria and Angel Dust to the market. There was no question that something shady was happening, and the two heroines were about to enter the enemy's lair to confront the evildoers. As a precaution, she had even called Andromeda to let her know where they were going so that, if they didn't report back within the hour, Andromeda and Prototype could come in to provide assistance.

Zephyr, on the other hand, was simply anxious to get some payback for everything they had been put through recently. Granted, she had not received the worst of it, but she had still suffered from its effects. She wasn't certain her frienship with her friends would survive their romp on 'rape day', just one day ago. She hadn't talked to them yet. She had left rather hurriedly after their intense sex session had finished and had not returned any of their calls.

Flechette's approach to infiltration was to rappel down the side of the building and use a glass cutter to get inside; it would leave a trace, true, but that was last of her worries. Knight Hawk was still missing, and this place was a villain lair, she was sure of it. Once the window was open, Zephyr could simply fly in. They executed the maneuver with precision, arriving on the upper level. According to the map, there was some kind of office here. It was the best place to start their investigation. There were security cameras down the halls as well, but Flechette knew that a well-positioned dart from her smaller weapon could disable it for a few seconds, allowing them safe passage.

The computer terminal held little information, but it had what she wanted : shipping information. It seemed that most of the supplies for the Frenzy came by boat, from Hong Kong. It made sense, but Flechette dug deeper into the file as Zephyr stood watch, and she realized that the ships were detouring via some location - an island perhaps - which she had never heard of. She found it strange, in fact, that the geo-tracking for the island was actually in the file. A puzzle for a later time. She determined that the main storage was three floors down, and so they went out the window again, rappelled through the side alley, and cut into the glass once more. They can bill me later, thought Flechette as she crept into the storehouse.

With Zephyr in tow, Flechette started perusing the wares. She wanted samples, proof that the place contained illegal supplies so they could be taken down, and hard. The lipstick was only the tip of iceberg, she suspected. How many drugs were they peddling across the city and inside the bar itself?

Making their way through the stacks of items, they ultimately found what they were looking for, the crates mentionned in the shipping manifest upstairs. As Flechette started opening one to check its contents, Zephyr caught movement from the corner of her eye, and she signalled her colleague. They had time to turn around to see a man entering the room from the main door, switching on the lights. They immediately recognized him, and Flechette snapped. Her crossbow was in her hand, firing a shot that hit the man on the shoulder, grabbing the cloth from his expensive shirt and tearing it off. Zephyr circled from the other side, with the man casting a shocked glance at the heroines.

"Arko Justinian, as I live and breathe..."

The manager of the establishment and former Blue Soldier stared them down. Flechette, in particular, remembered him from the two videos which had made his a public figure, a porn star of sorts, his rape of Lieutenant Liberty and his violation of Andromeda and Prototype more recently. Immediately, the villain raised his hands and got on the defensive.

"Easy now, girls... let's not do anything I'm going to regret..."

Flechette had left the cover of her location and was walking out in the open, threatening him with a second bolt on her weapon.

"Tempt me, why don't you?"
"This is private property," he answered, trying to stay cool, "and you're trespassing."
"Like hell!" cried Zephyr, and she sent a gust of wind to his face. He blinked.
"We're shutting this place down," exclaimed Flechette. "We're going to find so many illegal things in here... I bet your waitresses are underage too!"

Arko stared them down. It wasn't the usual way he dealt with metaheroines, but he had been in tough scrapes, so he knew how to handle himself. Mostly, he knew what to do in case something like this happened. He had been trained for it.

"So... you're here to arrest me, then."
"And beat you up!" Zephyr snarked at him.
"Easy Zephyr, we don't want to damage him too much. He has to be able to stand trial."
"Just a little, then?" Zephyr seemed to beg.

Arko was not really intimidated; he knew very well that, on this footing, he had no chance to defeat them. There was no debate on the issue, so there was no point panicking.

"Fine. I'll confess and go quietly."
"What?" Flechette was stunned by his words.
"I'm guilty of running a bar that imports illegal goods from Hong Kong, substances that are contrary to the laws of this country."
"You raped Andromeda and Prototype!" yelled Flechette.
"No. They never said no. If they had, I would have stopped. And if they were unwilling in any way, I cannot be held responsible for them not saying it. They responded in the positive to my advances."
"They were drugged, you pig!" Zephyr screamed as she slammed him with another air jet, the equivalent of a slap in the face.

His calm demeanor made Zephyr and Flechette angrier than before, but Arko kept his cool. 

"Is it drafty in here?" he asked in the same detached tone.

Flechette thought of looking back at that moment, and noticed that, in the space between them and the window, stood a woman she had never seen before, but her costume was familiar, from a description given by Silverstreak : a black and white suit comprised of black boots, a white swimsuit-like bottom and top with a diamond shape on her belly, highlighting a pierced belly button; two thin straps supporting a strong cleavage; long black gloves and a head mask exposing only her mouth and chin. 

"There is a certain chill, Arko," Girl-Zero replied.

Flechette stared her down, then fired her ready bolt at her. Girl-Zero expertly cartwheeled to the side, out of the way of the projectile. Arko charged forward to strike at Flechette's exposed back, but Zephyr slammed him against the wall with a powerful gust of air that held him in place, unable to move. Flechette raced forward to close in on Girl-Zero.

"You left us to die on that boat, bitch!"

Another bolt fired and missed its mark, as Girl-Zero ducked behind some crates.

"I was more concerned with my girls, I must admit to my defense. Besides, who are you to complain, you're alive, right?"

Her bravado only brought more fury to Flechette, who put her crossbow away and readied her fists; she wanted to beat her up personally.

Zephyr's attention turned away from Arko as she kept him trapped against the wall, watching her colleague run after Girl-Zero. Within a few moments, she heard choking : her prisoner was running out of air, all of the wind against his body pushing it away from him. Zephyr realized she was probably killing him, so she released the hold, and saw him collapse on all fours on the ground, panting for air, breathing it in heavily. She kept her gaze on him to make sure he didn't surprise her in any way.

Meanwhile, Flechette was trying to corner Zero-Girl, but the villainess was quite the acrobat; she rolled away, dodging every potential attack, flipping over the crates to land on the other side. The heroine was not able to follow her, and it was making her mad. Flechette stopped for a moment, considering her options, retrieving her crossbow. As she did, she saw Zero-Girl run towards Zephyr whose back was turned. She immediately cocked and fired a bolt in that direction but, at the last moment, Zero-Girl shifted her body sideways and the impact projectile instead struck Zephyr in the back, sending her reeling forward.

Arko Justinian jumped from his crouching option, ending his charade, and landed several successful hits on Zephyr, chest and gut, and finally chin. Zephyr, completely unable to defend herself, dazed from the bolt, collapsed unconscious. Flechette realized all too suddenly what she had done, and her reflex was to bolt for the window to escape and get help, but Zero-Girl had her number, having anticipated the reflex. As Flechette was about to jump out the window, an electrical ark shocked the area, Flechette included, stunning her. Zero-Girl closed the gap and, with a flick of her wrist, knocked her out completely.

Arko had picked up Zephyr, dragging her by the strap on her costume, and he joined Zero-Girl near Flechette.

"Took you long enough."
"I was here in under two minutes, Arko. Don't piss me off."
"Noted. So... they found me."
"They did, as was expected. And we got two for the price of one."
"Tag team works... sometimes."

Arko laughed, but Zero-Girl remained serious.

"We need to get them to the Mistress."
"Right now?"

Zero-Girl smirked.

"What do you have in mind, Arko?"
"Well, I do know these girls like to party, and it just so happens I have a bar right outside those doors..."

Zero-Girl was intrigued by the proposition, so she decided to let Arko take the lead on this one. They picked up the heroines on their shoulders and carried them out the room.

***

Sargeant Swanson had done some crazy things for his heroine friends over the past year, but this one was, by far, the oddest and possible the most dangerous one. Three months to retirement. This could cost him his pension if they got caught. But when Gem had called him in late in the evening, asking for his help, he could not turn her down. And seeing her fly down into the alley, her gorgeous figure in that sexy emerald costume, he could not deny her anything. Except that, this time, her need was beyond the scope of what she had previously asked.

"I need to see a body."
"What?"
"According to the notes. the body of the man killed by Prototype during the Charity event is still here..."
"If you say so... you need to see it? Why?"
"Because of the timeline. Please, Louis..."

Her pleading eyes, her gorgeous lips... now, they were at the entrance to the morgue, in the middle of the night. The policeman made sure the coast was clear before allowing Gem onto the premisces and inside a place filled with evidence. They entered the autopsy room. It was cold and grey. Sargeant Swanson turned on the light while Gem perused the information to see which slab contained the individual in question.

"It's been a while," commented the officer, "shouldn't they have moved it by now?"
"I'm not sure, but the logs say it's still here."

She found it. Slab B3. There was some anxiety with the entire process, but Gem had come this far, and she was not about to let it go. They needed answers, and inside this cooler was one...

She flipped the slab door open and pulled the slab out. It was empty, except for the Silvery mask which lay on the slab.

"He's not dead..." Gem replied, jumping to conclusions.
"Now, Gem, someone may have moved him and not logged it."
"But why leave the mask?"

Suddenly, the door to the morgue, which sargeant Swanson was watching, broke from its hinges and fell inward. The sargeant immediately drew his weapon and raised it, and Gem's hands sparkled with crystalline energy. In the doorframe stood a tall man, a familiar man for Gem, an individual she had seen several times in the Matarota household. Dark pants, bare-chested, painted mask of red and white.

"Your name is Intercept."
"That is correct," the villain finally replied, the first words ever heard out of him.
"What did you do with the Philanthropist?" she accused.

He looked towards the slab.

"There is no Philanthropist. He does not exist."

His voice was monotone, almost artificial-like. Gem caught up on it, while sargeant Swanson kept his gun raised at the enemy.

"You're a robot..."
"Android. Combination of biological and robotics."
"What do you mean the Philanthropist does not exist? He assaulted people at the charity event?"
"He was never there, because he does not exist."
"But people saw him!"

Sargeant Swanson decided he would stop this now.

"Whoever you are, you're under arrest."

The android turned to face him.

"You are sargeant Louis Swanson, 61 years old, You have been operating as a police officer for Eve City for over forty years. You were turned down for promotion seven times. You have never taken a bribe. You have never falsified evidence. Yet you have provided support to the metaheroines who operate in this city. You are being forcibly retired for that reason."
"How do you know all that?" he asked.
"We have access to your file. It was given to us."
"Given by whom?"

The android ignored the question and turned to face Gem, still at the ready. It had not made any hostile move yet, so she kept at the defensive.

"Gem, crystalline energy wielder. Gemma Reese, famed concert pianist..."

Gem`s mouth blew wide open when the android called out her secret identity.

"How dare you!"

She fired a bolt of crystalline energy at him; following her cue, Sargeant Swanson fired as well. The villain, however, was too fast. Although the bullet hit him directly, it tore into the synthetic flesh and bounced off the under-armor; the gun in the officer's hand was pulled off and Swanson was hit in the chest hard, and propelled up to the back wall which he struck with force and collapsed against. Gem's crystalline bolt hit the far wall, narrowly missing Intercept as he moved. Before the heroine could put off her defensive shield, Intercept was on her with a knee to the gut. As she lited off the ground, he followed up with an elbow to her back. His superior physical ability, a benefit of his android body, knocked the wind completely out-of-her. As she tried to stand, she felt something clasp against her neck, and she instantly knew what it was.

"No...."

It wasn't a scream - it was a whisper of failure. Intercept picked her up off the ground, pulling her to her feet. She tried to claw at his chest, but only made scratches to his thick, artificial skin. He grabbed her wrist, pulled it behind her back, then grabbed the other and pulled them together. Holding them tight with one hand, he proceeded to wrap a small tag rope around them, restraining her in this fashion.

Sargeant Swanson was injured. His back was killing him. He looked up and saw the heroine being captured.

"Stop!"

Intercept ignored him, and dragged the restrained heroine towards the exit.

"Please! Don't take her... I love her!"

Gem heard the officer's words and froze in her mind. Then, she started struggling against the pull of Intercept, to no avail.

"Unhand me, you monster!" she screamed at him.

Intercept stopped for a moment, turning to the officer.

"If you really love her," the villain stated, "then tell Andromeda to come to the 15th floor of the Baron Hotel, on the balcony."

Sargeant Swanson tried to get up but his injured back wouldn't allow it. Intercept left the room with a still struggling gem, powerless and defeated.

End part 4

****************************************************************

THE SPINNING, part 5

It was time now. He knew it. The final phase of the project was upon Eve City. It was only a matter of minutes. Looking out on the large balcony of one of the luxury suites of the Baron hotel, the mastermind behind all of this was ready to play the final act. In a minute or so, Andromeda would be landing behind this glass, and nothing would prevent her from tearing him down. She was the most powerful heroine in this city, perhaps the world.

The Mistress had started receiving packages, as expected, but some of them were late. Again, it did not matter to him. That was in her hands. Every role had been perfectly cast to insure that all players got a good amount of screen time; they had even managed to recruit new actors inside the game.

Seconds now... endless seconds for a mind such as his... but how sweet the final chord would sound to his ear, once it struck.

***

In the VIP section of the Frenzy club, it was getting close to closing time, but the people were still enjoying the ambiance, decor and music, not to mention the tasty drinks that kept coming. There wasn't much dancing, but the playfulness was there, gathered in small groups from the elite young of Eve City, thirty or so people. Priscilla Parker was there with her two friends, Tarra Vaughn and Evelyn Bowen, and they were accompanied by a male partner who was sweet on Evelyn, but oogled the other girls as well, not that anyone minded.

It was rare for the owner to appear in public, but he came out from the backroom, Martini in hand, dressed like a playboy, a smile on his lips. He took the microphone from the deejay station.

"Heya folks! Are you having fun?"

The cheer from the crowd was slow, due to the amount of alcohol ingested this late in the evening, but it was there.

"That's amazing! Boy, have we got a treat for you tonight. I can't believe our luck. We got two special guests who are going to be performing for your benefit, live on our stage..."

He pointed to the curtain.

"Here they are, ladies and germs, our very own superheroines, Zephyr and Flechette!"

The crowd roared as the two heroines stumbled upon the stage (pushed in from the back by Zero-Girl). The lights, the cheers and their drug-induced transe got them smiling, and they started dancing. They were still wearing their masks and boots, but the rest of their costumes had been stripped and they were now wearing bikini tops and bottoms whose colors matched the rest of the outfit. They moved towards the poles and started dancing for the benefit of the crowd. There were shouts and cheers. Many of the guests left their stalls and moved towards the bottom of the stage.

"So fucking hot," murmured Priscilla. "I could definitely go for that Flechette! She's yummy."
"I don't know," replied Tarra. "Zephyr is younger, more innocent... I go for that."

They laughed as they watched the girls dance. Arko had moved to the edge of the stage, looking up at his improvised dancers, the mike still in his hand.

"Anybody wanna see some tits!"

The crowd cheered more, and the girls followed the cue, unclasping their bras, revealing their gorgeous breasts as they twirled around the poles, tossing the bras into the audience for more effect. Zephyr was particularly into it, sliding up and down with ease along the pole, subconsciously using her own powers over air to glide along. Flechette did more of an acrobatic performance, stretching her legs up against the pole, doing the splits. A chant came from the crowd : "Pussy - Pussy - Pussy!" The effect was hypnotic, and the heroine dancers wiggled ouf of their bottoms.

Arko climbed on stage at that point.

"Aren't they amazing folks!"

More cheers.

"Who wants to see them do more?" he called.

There were screams from everyone, calling out what they wanted to see them do. Half of the crowd wanted them to make out on stage, so Arko pushed Zephyr in Flechette's direction. As they bumped into each other, they stared into their eyes and locked lips instantly, completely under the spell of the drug and the mantra of the crowd. Flechette started caressing Zephyr's back and ass, while Zephyr tugged at Flechette's hair, their bodies grinding against each other's as they kept making out.

Arko undid his belt, dropping his trousers. Under his form-fitting athletic underwear, everyone could see his hard-on. More cheers.

"Which one should I fuck, people?"

The house was thoroughly divided on the subject, which just made Arko ask the question differently.

"Okay, which one should I fuck first?"

The debate seemed to linger on, but Flechette's name was heard loudest.

"Flechette it is, not that I mind," he sneered, "but we need someone to keep company for Zephyr so she doesn't get bored..."

So many hands raised themselves, men and women, but Arko pointed to one hand in the back.

"You, back there! Come on the stage!"

Tarra beamed with glee as she got up, striding over the table to rush to the stage, with her friends cheering her on. There were no hard feeling from anyone for not being chosen - they were happy to be there and get a chance to watch. Arko helped Tarra climb onto the stage and she kissed him, then moved towards the heroines. Arko moved with her and drew Flechette away, while Tarra pulled at Zephyr and pushed her to the floor. She set herself against the pole, lifting her dress : she wasn't wearing any panties. She grabbed Zephyr by the hair and pulled her between her legs. The smell of sex instantly got the heroine working, and she buried her face inside Tarra's pussy.

"Fuck yes!" screamed the diva.

Meanwhile, Arko had pushed Flechette on all fours, facing the crowd; lowering his pants and underwear fully, he proudly displayed his hard cock, and they cheered him on. He got to his knees, planting himself behind Flechette, ready to dive in. But before he did, he leaned into her ear, whispering.

"I did Desiree Diamond like that and she begged for more... let's see if I can do the same to you, Flechette!"

Flechette could hear every word; in fact, she was fully aware of all that was happening, locked inside of herself, unable to control her body and mind due to the drugs in her system. She could not scream, could not fight back. She could only endure, and enjoy, as he rammed it all inside her. Her mouth went wide, and the crowd cheered. Pumping with ferocity, he smiled at the crowd while he enjoyed the violation inflicted upon yet another heroine... how many would he get a chance to fuck, he wondered. This was the best job in the world.

Tarra pulled off her dress completely, standing completely naked against the pole, grinding her pussy into Zephyr's face. She turned her head to see Flechette being ridden hard by Arko's pumping motion, incredibly turned on by everything happening around her. Couples in the audience were kissing and groping now, eager to join in on the fun. Over by their table, she could see that Evelyn had stripped off her own dress and laid down on the table. Both Priscilla and her male partner had their head buried between her legs. She pushed even harder against the heroine's mouth and tongue, making sure that Zephyr was giving her everything she got.

As Arko kept pounding, one hand on Flechette's waist to stabilize himself, he picked up the mike and, without missing a beat, asked for two male volunteers to come onto the stage. He called out to two young studs who had already started getting undressed, fondling another customer who enjoyed the attention. But as they got called on, she patted them both on the ass, motioning for them to climb onto the stage. Arko pulled out of Flechette and stood up, his triumphant dick still rock hard. Flechette took in a deep breath. He motioned the two men over towards Flechette. They twisted her sideways facing the crowd, positioning themselves at each end of her. One of the men buried his tongue inside her pussy, licking it up feverishly as the other placed his mouth against the heroine's and stole dirty kisses.

Meanwhile, Arko moved around, setting himself behind Zephyr.

"And number two!" he screamed out as he pushed it all inside her.

Zephyr stopped her ministrations on Tarra just long enough to let a hard moan out, but Tarra brought her back to her duty, as Arko pilfered her love hole with his rod.  The crowd kept cheering, although it was apparent things were getting rowdy in the VIP room. Two young couples were already much engrossed in the activites, the men sitting on chairs, the women facing each other, kissing, touching their breasts, while they straddled their partners. Across the room, Evelyn was on all fours, being pounded in by her male partner while Priscilla frantically touched herself at the sight.

In the backroom, Zero-Girl herself had taken off her panties and retrieved a plastic dildo, which she proceeded to insert into herself, joining the orgy in her own, distant way.

"Yell if I throw the best parties ever!" screamed Arko.

The crowd yelled as loud as it could. The two men on Flechette had now teased her long enough, making her beg for it. They took her at each end, reveling in the lewd violation they were unknowingly inflicting on the heroine.

The orgy lasted for quite a while, until the men started to fatigue, coming hard into whatever hole they were in at the time. A few more men enjoyed the company of Flechette, but Arko kept Zephyr to himself all the while, pounding mercilessly into the same whole for a very long time, keeping at it long after Zephyr had provided a mind-blowing orgasm to Tarra, who still lay naked on the stage, panting and recovering. Arko finally felt it, looking about the room, watching the naked bodies intermingled, and he screamed hard, as hard as Zephyr did, when he shot his entire load into her womb, spent but completely in control. He pushed Zephyr to the ground and kept pumping it all in as he pinned her to the stage floor, his cock emptying itself inside her, until there was no more...

Zero-Girl, who had aready gotten off the scene several times, saw that the action was winding down. Now might be a good time to call Mistress, and let her know there were two more to add to the collection.

She didn't like the mercenary she had been partnered with. He was arrogant and cared nothing for women, even those she had saved, her Girls-Nine. She did agree with Arko on one thing though : he sure knew how to throw one hell of party.

***

In the sky above Eve City, Andromeda was flying towards the Baron Hotel, with Prototype in tow. Arriving over the structure, she stopped and turned to her ally.

"Stay up here..."
"You could use my help down there."
"This is a trap. I know it. I need you to watch my back and spring in as soon as the trap is sprung on me. Got it?"
"Got it. I got your back, Megs."
"And I yours, Carla."

They kissed, a wild, passionate embrace, and then Andromeda plunged onto the balcony, landing in front of the window, staring at the well-dressed man in the silver mask behind it. They said nothing, contemplating each other with defiance. Andromeda walked up to the window and, with a single punch, shattered it into a million shards, sending them spinning all around. Now, with nothing between them, she could make the villain speak.

"Who are you?"
"My name is irrelevant, only my purpose matters."
"What is your purpose then? Why have you done what you did to the city, to us?"
"I have only one goal, Andromeda, and it is the same as yours. Save Eve City."
"You have got to be kidding... if I understand correctly, not only are you responsible for the charity event assaults, but you're also behind the Ninjas and Pirates coming together."
"Much more than that, even, Andromeda."

He barely moved. Andromeda wanted to break him apart, but he was revealing the background behind his nature, and there may be a hint in there that would help her either avoid the trap set for her here, of find a way to defeat him on a larger scale. From KnightHawk's notes, the heroine had understood there was a much larger agenda at play, so she let him speak, even though she was ready and willing to pounce the moment this become more than a conversation.

"The Girls-Nine. I made them happen. Holly Heartless? I recruited her. I was there when you and the one called Prototype were raped by the gangs (Andromeda clenched her fists but kept her cool). I funded the club Frenzy, brought in the drugs used to make the Angel Dust variants, derivative of the original Euphoria developed by Zzyzx. I turned the singer Gala into a vicious monster intent on revenge and rape. I organized Oxyde's escape during his transfer, and helped Patrice set up his revenge against his co-worker Vivian. I even helped the Matarota by selling them my prized creation, the android Intercept. I brought Arko Justinian into this, and made him manager of the Frenzy..."
"WHY?"

Andromeda was barely able to contain her desire to break his mask, to peer under the mask, to find out who this insane criminal was.

"And last, but not least, Andromeda, I took you out first."
"I'm not out yet."
"Oh! But you are, you just haven't fallen yet."

Andromeda heard a swoosh behind her and, as she peaked over her shoulder, she saw that Prototype had landed. She scolded her.

"I told you to wait up there."
"You did," replied Prototype.

The black-clad heroine raised her hand, and suddenly, Andromeda felt the choke against her neck, the telekinetic hand lifting her off the ground, squeezing the air out of her.

"Carla..."

The silvery-masked man spoke.

"Whatever made you think she was Carla Moran?"
"But I... she..."
"She doesn't have her body, she doesn't even have her face."
"It's... her eyes... I..."

Andromeda couldn't fly, couldn't use her strength, held in the air against her will, unable to punch or kick anything, with her awareness fading fast.

"Yes. The eyes... those wonderful cybernetic eyes."

Andromeda saw the eyes shift in appearance, and they suddenly looked like hers. She was confused.

"Carla Moran was a traitor, and she died like one, but the memory of her, that could still be useful. And I knew how badly you felt about her... Alter the eyes of the Prototype heroine, my creation, and tweak in a little Angel Dust to make you receptive to her charms. Well, you heroines are so weak when it comes to physical attraction and arousal. Then, the master move, having you bond with her while you two were being gang raped. That was the trigger, Andromeda, and you've been living on borrowed time ever since."

Andromeda was fading fast, struggling against nothing, while Prototype displayed no emotion as she held on tight.

"But... Carla... I love you... you're in there... I know."
"Pitiful."

Andromeda was able to cast a final glance a the silvery-masked villain, who actually removed the face plate, revealing a molded face with little or no features : another android. But she knew who he was, deep inside...

"It's you... the doctor of Vill... Vill..."

Andromeda finally passed out. Prototype held on to her for a moment longer, then let her go. The heroine fell limp onto the balcony, defeated. The faceless villain spoke, the voice seemingly coming from nowhere. He reached for a collar which he gave to Prototype so she could place it around Andromeda's neck.

"Oh... my dear Andromeda. It's not just me in here..."

***

It was very early in the morning, just before the sunrise, when Patricia Hart, dressed in a black leather suit which highlighted her silhouette and emphasized her attributes, walked into the warehouse on the docks. There were blue soldiers on guard inside, tending the various merchandises. She walked up to one of them guarding a large container. He acknowledged her presence and opened the lock, then the door, letting her in.

The place was cooled; a path in the middle was surrounded by open pods, sixteen in all. These stasis pods were made to contain individuals, to be held by hands and feet in racks, supported at the waist with a support belt. And many of the pods were now occupied. From left to right, she could see the various naked heroines that had been caught under her watch (with only their masks, boots and gloves to cover their nudity) : KnightHawk, the first to fall at Gala's hands (although she presumed Arko had gotten her way with her as well); Silverstreak behind her silver glasses, brought in by Green-Ninja-One (no doubt had he submitted her to one of his traditional rituals); Plasma and her pastel mask, still unarmed (despite having been brought in the Captain 6th, who was not known to be tender with his captives - at least, he had followed protocol); Flare in her yellow mask and, beside her, her friend (and possibly lover) Ms Dynamo, in the electric blue (the Mistress had particularly appreciated her non-violent takedown of the two heroines using her previous victims - it had a certain irony to it); Gem had been brought in by Intercept completely unspoiled (this time, at least, although it was not suprising, given the android's purpose and nature); Zephyr and Gem were both still unscathed despite having again landed in the hands of Arko Justinian (the Mistress needed to find a way to ingratiate herself futher - such a soldier's loyalty was worthy of investment for the greater cause) and Girl-Zero (whom she appreciated for her need to protect her girls - as a Mistress, Patricia knew important caring for one's charges was).

Prototype entered the container, holding an unconscious Andromeda in her arms. She was still clothed, her neutralizing collar still bound to her neck (as it was for all the empowered heroines).

"There you are, Prototype. I trust it went as planned."
"It did. She is unharmed."
"Good. Andromeda was a big piece of the pie... did you enjoy her a little bit?"
"There was no point. It have been pleasuring her and myself on her for days now. There was no need for further interaction."

The Mistress frowned. Robots, she thought. How utterly boring. Still, Andromeda was there. The Mistress stripped her of her costume, caressing her form as she removed each article of clothing. Then, with Prototype's help, she lifted her into one of the free pods (there were still quite a few, enough for every heroine in Eve City), securing her feet into the holders, then her hands above her head, and finally, she wrapped the support belt around her waist. The Mistress gently caressed Andromeda's nether lips for a second, drawing no reaction.

"Out like a light... shame..."

The Mistress then pressed a key on the stasis pod, activating an invisible field which would maintain the heroine in permanent form, allowing her to survive (at least for several days) without requiring sustenance or evacuation of any kind. Another design of the late, great, doctor of Villainy. The Mistress and Prototype both walked out of the container and the blue soldier closed the door behind them.

"We need to wrap this up quickly," said the Mistress. "How many are still out there?"
"Several," answered Prototype. 
"At least four, since we have eight in stasis," the Mistress counted. "Ricochet, Radio wave, Ms Avenger and Ghost... perhaps a few others we missed?"

Prototype recalled the memories of meeting the heroines and made the head count.

"I have only met these, but I know of several others - at least five - that operate under the radar. Not all heroines are as flamboyant as these."
"Any metas among them?"
"None identified."
"Good. They are easier to contain. We can let them be, for now - after we've done away with the remaining four."

The two women walked out of the warehouse without looking back.

*** EPILOGUE ***

Ghost was apprehensive, staring at herself in the mirror. Ever since her encounter with the villain calling himself Tidal, she had been under a lot of stress, wondering when his army of mutated mer-men would crawl out from the water and attempt to take over the city.

There was more than that, however. KnightHawk had disappeared. Solara had not given any news for weeks. And it seemed now, more than ever, that the city itself was out to get them. Miraculously, Ghost had managed to avoid being violated on 'rape day', as the media were now calling it. She knew some of her colleagues had not been so lucky. Ghost had always maintained a lower profile than most of her more public friends, and although she mad public appearances, she rarely overstayed her welcome. Now, she was even more recluse than before, and she felt the invisible hand of something, gnawing at her heels, imperceptible, unshakable.

She was perusing the internet that morning, looking for some psycho-mumble therapy to help her deal with her stress, and that's when she found the image. She had typed 'superheroine support' in the search tab, with safe filter on. But this image was something else, something unexpected, an answer to a question she did not know she had been asking herself. Suddenly, it all started to make sense to her, and she wondered why no one had ever bothered to look this up. Or perhaps they had seen it and dismissed it for what it was.

The picture dated back a year and a half ago, when Andromeda was still the only superheroine name on everyone's lips, before the others like Silverstreak, Ricochet and Plasma had made a name for themselves. It was also before that whole debacle that had forever altered their lives. There she was, in plain sight, in a photo opportunity standing by Andromeda, tagged even, name and all.

When superheroines had started emerging on the Eve City scene, the general reaction had been positive. Andromeda had cast a bright light over the city, hunting down its criminals and generally making the people feel safe. Her presence had sprung up several fan groups, including one that was intended to support them in their daily activities, keeping civil watch in areas of the city known for violence. Head of one of those groups was one Carla Moran - not the one which Andromeda has presumably left for dead when the Doctor of Villainy was stopped for good, but the real one - the one that Andromeda was now sleeping with.

Ghost looked for obituaries for Carla Moran, but she only found a notice that her group disbanded after she was raped by one of the gangs she had helped put down by ratting them out to Andromeda. And then, she had vanished. A fan, a groupie, transformed in an experiment of some kind, given powers and brought back... this had all the makings of Zzyzx... or the doctor of Villainy himself... that made sense. Carla Moran. The name used twice, a trigger inside Andromeda's mind, a face from her past, to confuse her, to make her vulnerable. There could be only one man behind all this, but he was dead... supposedly.

Ghost shivered when she understood that Prototype was a plant from the first, designed to trigger conflicting emotions of love and mistrust in Andromeda, to bond with her, to learn the heroines' secrets, possibly to lure them into danger - or maybe even just as a decoy.

Getting up from her computer, Ghost realized that, if indeed Prototype was the bad girl in all this, they might already be defeated. But there was one way to save everything, one way to make sure the enemy didn't win, couldn't win... It was a gamble, to be sure, but it was her only option. She understood, finally, why she had felt uneasy all this time. It was because, deep down, she had seen it coming from all of the intelligence she had gathered on everyone. KnightHawk was the detective, true, but Ghost observed, watched, saw everything. Now, all that information was in front of her, plain as day. She only had to act on it.

She sighed as she departed from her undisclosed location, ready to do what was needed to save everyone. She only hoped her intuition was right.

****************************************************************

THE END... for now.


